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ABSTRACT

Existing United States shipbuilding facilities can handle 1000-
foot catamarans with up to 140-foot individual hull beams on the premise
that the hulls would be joined afloat. Major harbors and channels of the
world suggest an overall beam limit of 400 feet and 35-foot draft. Dry-
docking for catamarans over 140--foot in breadth will require new facili-
ties or extensive modification to existing facilities. Scantlings of a
1000-foot catamaran cargo liner can be expected to be within current
shipbuilding capabilities. The uniqueness of the catamaran design lies
in the cross-structure and the important facets of the cross-structure
design are the prediction of the wave-induced loads and the method of
structural analysis. The primary loads are the transverse vertical bend-
ing moments, axial force, shear, and torsion moments. Designers have re-
lied heavily on model tests to obtain design loads and have used general
structures principles and individual ingenuity to perform the structural
analysis in the absence of established guidelines. Simple semi-empirical
equations are proposed for predicting maximum primary loads. A structur-
al analysis method such as the one proposed by Lankfo-d may be employed
for conceptual design purposes. The Lankford method assumes the hulls to
be rigid and the cross-structure loads to be absorbed by a group of
transverse bulkheads and associated effective deck plating. This proce-
dure in general should provide an overall conservative design and not
necessarily an economic or optimized design. Additional research a'Id de-
velopment work including systematic model test programs are necessary for
accumulating additional knowledge in areas of uncertainty and for the es-
tablishment of reliable design methods for catamaran structure.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

Where equations are reproduced from references, definitions of their symbols are
also provided. Each appendix has its own list of symbols.

Symbol Definition

ah Aggregate horizontal acceleration
B Beam of each hull
b Hull centerline spacing
Cb Block coefficient
CLA Centerplane c.ea coefficient
Cw Waterplane coefficient
C Oblique wave coefficient

S+B

C Midship coefficient
Do Draft
d dI- 0.65 Do
dl Distance of cross-structure neutral axis above base line
Fsc Vertical shear at juncture of cross-structure and hull due to

total cross-structure weight
Fs] Maximum shear at juncture of cross-structure and hull
F so Maximum wave-induced shear at juncture of cross-structure and hull,

weighl less cross-structure
g Gravitational acceleration
H Wave height
H1/3 Significant wave height
HL Side hydrostatic force on outboard shell
HR Side hydrostatic force inboard shell
h Horizontal shift of center of buoyancy of one hull

L Length between perpendicular
MI Maximum vertical bending moment at juncture of cross-structure

and hull

Mc Moment at juncture of cross-st.ucture and hull due to weight of
cross-structure

Mo Maximum wave-induced bending moment on cross-structure, weight-
less cross-structure

P Maximum axial force
S Clear hull spacing
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Symbol Definition

T1 '?Cb 0-0.6 - T L2/2 -1T

Tc Maximum torque on cross-structure about its twist center, t 4 o
To Maximum torque on cross-structure about its twist center, t = o
t Longitudinal distance between ship LCG and cross-structure twist center
VL Centroid of HL below neutral axis of cross-structure

VR Centroid of HR below neutral axis of cross structure

W Total width of catamaran
YL Wave surface above still waterline at outboard shell
YR Wave surface below still waterline at inboard.shell
A• Total (both hulls) displacement
AX 1 g x added mass in sway of both hulls

Wave length
AXT LCA

Mass density of %vater
Circular wave frequency
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r 1. INTRODUCTION

The history of catamarans is old, references (1) and (2). However, in this century,
I it is only in the last decade that there has been a revival of serious interest in catamarans

resulting in the construction of some sixteen vessels.

Except for one cargo vessel for use on the Volga, all these vessels are special pur-
pose vessels, such as ferries, oceanographic research ships, fishing boats, drilling rigs
and pipe-laying barges. Also, it is pertinent to note that these ships are under 315 feet
in length, except for two, the 400-foot Duplus (Dutch) and the 425-foot Kyor Ogly
(Russian). It may be recognized that for the special purposes in question, catamarans
were selected over monohuils mainly to take advantage of the large deck area, high
transverse stabilityand good maneuverability at low speeds offered by the catamaran
configuration.

The question has been raised, "why not large catamarans?" - both in the commer-
cial sector and the Navy. In both groups, the interest is related to high-speed vessels
for low density pay load. To answer this question, the Maritime Administration began
with the Catamaran Study (1), performed by General Dynamics, and the Navy has under-
taken a comprehensive assessment of catamaran technology (2), (3) and (4). Litton
Industries claim an actual design of a semi-submerged catamaran container ship (5) and
(6), and Fisher, et al, have prepared a preliminary design of a catamaran container ship
for the Trans-Atlantic trade (7).

A salient obstacle in assessing the desirability of large catamarans has been the lack
of techrical information to establish the structural requirements. The purpose of the
project reported here was to investigate into the technological limits to size and propor-
tions of catamarans, appraise existing design procedures, and determine the additional
structural knowledge required to insure their structural adequacy.

The features examined that could impose size limits were powering and propulsion,
cross structure scantlings, construction problems, repair facilities, and harbor and pier
limitations.

In order to estimate the cross-structure scantlings it was necessary to accomplish
at least the first cycle of the preliminary design of a large catamaran of a size indicated
by considerations other than cross-structure scantl ings.

The major effort of the project was centered around the procedure for the structural
design of the cross-structure. The task was divided into three parts, viz: (a) Assembly
and comparison of all available model test data on the loads on the cross stru.'ture; (b)
Evaluation of the analytical methods for estimate of cross-structure load and (c) Struc-
ture analysis methods.

Numbers in parentheses refer to references listed.

I
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New equations are proposed for the estimate of wave-induced vertical bending
moment, axial force and shear force. Modifications are proposed to an existing equa-
tion for torsion.

The project scope was limited to conventional surface catamarans as opposed to
smi-submersible catamarans (coiumn-stabilized or strut-stabilized). No attempt was
made to analyze the influence of symmetrical hulls or non-symmetrical hulls on the size
limit or the cross-structure of catamarans.

Of all the aspects of catamaran design, resistance has received the most atten-
tion in the past. Considerable work has been done in the areas of theoretical prediction
and model test measurements, as well as their correlation. A brief statement on the mcst
important aspects of catamaran resistance as gathered from the literature is provided in
Appendix 1.

Recommendations are made for the future research and development program for
large catamaran.

2. ANALYSIS OF FEATURES THAT MAY IMPOSE SIZE LIKITS

It appears, in principle, that there are no insoluble technical considerations which
would preclude the desip, and construction of a 1000-foot catamaran in the United States.
This does not imply that the facilities exist to build many ships immediately, that there
will not be special problems to overcome, or that there is no need for future research and
development effort necessary to build an efficient vessel, What is meant is that if eco-
nomics strongly favor a large catamaran, the venture to design and build one may be un-
dertaken without a strong reservation that some unknown technological problem wuuld
force the premature termination of the venture.

The features considered in reaching the foregoing conclusion are as follows:

a. Resistance-Powering-Propulsion:

Main machinery and propulsion system for a large catamaran does not present a
situation not found in large monohull designs. Depending on speed and draft, very large
catamarans may require more than one propeller per hull. However, this need not set an
upper limit to the catamaran size, assuming that hull beam is sufficient, and form can be
designed to accommodate mare than one propeller. Machinery weight and volume should
be acceptable.

b. Wave Loads, Cross-Structure Scantling and Structural Material:

The hydrodynamic effect unique to catamarans and of prime consideration is, of
course, the differential wave loading on the hulls to be absorbed by the cross-structure.
Design checks for up to approximately 1000-foot catamaran with 100-foot clear hull spac-
ing show that cross-structure with practical scantlings can be designed to absorb the wave
loads. With full transverse bulkheads at approximately 50-foot spacing and making the
conservative estimate of effective flange, the maximum steel (100,000 psi yield) plate
thickness is 1-1/4 inches. There is no doubt that the cross-structure material would have
to be steel.



c. Drafts:

Wirter depths at existing cargo piers around the world suggest draft limitation of
approximately 35 feet.

d. Construction:

Existing United States drydock facilities can build up to approximately 1050' x
140' nonohulls. Bethlehem Steel Company's new drydock at Sparrows Point, Mar, land
will measure 1200' x 200'. One million ton drydocks under construction in Japan and
Northern Ireland will be approximately 1965' x 329'. Catamarans with overall beam
larger than the width of the available dock would have to have the hulls and the center-
body assembled with hulls afloat. The latter technique was used in the E.W. Thornton
construction. Twin docks with equal depth, just the correct depth and just the correct
width, may be an answer, if available.

e. Drydocking:

Drydocking poses a problem if the desired catamarans are too large for the dry-
dock sizes mentioned in the previous parag~aph. Modification of existing facilities or
construction of new facilities will be required. From a technical viewpoint, use of two
floating docks may be feasible.

One must not underestimate the ingenuity of shipyards to solve the drydocking
problem. Evidently no serious reservation was held regarding drydocking when the con-
struction of the 250-ft wide Mohole Platform was initiated.

The Levingston Shipbuilding Company has drydocked the 105-ft wide E.W.
Thornton on a single floating drydock split into two longitudinal halves held together
by spacer beams.

It is believed that the Russians have a scheme for dismantling their relatively

small catamarans for maintenance and repairs.

f. Cargo Handling and Piers:

The problems of cargo handling and piers are economic problems. They can be
solved, at a price, if the economicsof catamarans were so attractive. Use of twin
piers or discharge of cargo offshore have possibilities.

g. Channels and Harbors:

Certain unpublished studies claim that the majority of major harbors around the
world can accept 1000' x 400' catamarans.

h. Economics:

The General Dynamics study (1) and certain unpublished studies claim that the eco-
nomics of catamarans as compared to economics of monohulls are unfavorable or at the
most marginal. Captain M. Eckhart, Jr. reporting on the Navy's findings to date (3)
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states "No compelling reason is yet in sight for a general shift from the monohull to the
multihull or catnmaran configuration."

3. EXISTING STRUCTURAL DESIGN METHODS

3.1 General

The coverage of existing design procedures is limited to the cross-:tructure since
without exception individual hulls have been treated as monohulls.

Neither the classification societies nor the governmental agencies have estab-
lished design criteria or guidelines for cross-structure design and designers must follow
general structural engineering techniques. In the case of the T-AGOR 16 Catamaran
Research Ship design the Navy did suggest the use of the paper "The Structural Design of
the ASR Catamaran Construction" by Lankford (8) as guidance.

3.2 Cross-Structure Loads

As for any structure, there are two phases to the cross-structure design, namely,
the determination of the loads and the design of the structure to absorb the loads.

The loads experienced by the cross-structure are:

A. Calm water load due to the weight (lightship weight and dead-
weight) of the cross-structure.

B. Wave-induced loads due to differential wave loads on the indi-
vidual hulls.

i. Transverse vertical Bending Moment, usually referred to
as just the Bending Moment or sometimes even as the Roll
Moment.

I I

ii. Vertical Shear Force, usually referred to a- just the Shear
Force.



ii. Torsion Moment, sometimes referred to as the Pitch
Moment.

i

iv. Transverse in-plane Horizontal Force or Side Force.

v. Horizontal in-plane Moments or Yaw Moment.

SI--



vi. Longitudinal in-plane Force.

vii. Water impact loads.

C. Grounding and Docking Loads

The control!ing loads in the cross-structure design are the wave-induced loads
numbered i, ii, and iii, grounding and docking loads (if grounding and docking is con-
sidered a design criteria) and the calm water loads. Impact loads are treated as local
loads and require reinforcement of the cross-structure bottom and inboard shell of the in-
dividual hulls.

Side forces which appear to be instrumental in causing the maximum vertical
bending moments are of sufficient magnitude to be included in the direct stress calcula-
tion. Earlier designers tended to neglect them and only in one conventional catamaran
model test (9) (report unpublished) were the side forces measured. Loads (v) ond (vi)
cause negligible stresses.

The rest of this section is devoted to the survey of the existing structural de-
sign methods. However, at this point it may be desirable to point out that the project
investigators' conclusions as to the vessel positions with respect to the waves that are
likely to give rise to the maximum response and the recommended method for design
load estimate appear in Section 5.

I•
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Table 1 - Catamaran Load and Structure Analysis

Areas of Contribution
C-S Wave Loads

Steel Ground- Bend-
Wt ing ing Shear Torsion Structure Analysis

Ref. Est. Loads Mom. Force Moment Bending Shear Torsion

R. Scott 10 + + + +

B.W. Lankford, Jr. 8 + - + + +

H.A. Schade 12&13 + + +

A.L. Dinsenbacher 13 + + +

G.O. Thomas 4 + + + +

J.L. Glaeser 14 + +

C.W. Levingston 15 Description of E.W. Thornton Structure
and W.H. Michel

W.H. Michel 16 Description of Univ. of Miami Catamaran Design Structure

3.3 Survey of Existing Design Methods

Table 1 lists load and structure analysts and their published contributions. It
is emphasized that designers of catamarans actually built have relied heavily on model
tests to provide the numbers for wave loads. Model test data analysis is covered in Sec-
tion 4. Brief description and discussion on the work of each structure analysf listed in
Table 1 follow. However, any calculations performed to assess their methods are in-
cluded in tables of Section 5. These tables compare model test predictions, calculations
by existing methods and calculations by new equations presented in this report.

3.3.1 R, SCOTT

While still a Naval Architectural student at the University of Michigan,
Scott proposed express:5ns for the stresses due tc. torque and transverse bending of a cata-
maran cross-structure (10), They are as follows-

Torsion:

To obtain the torsional bending moment, a fine-lined 300-foot long
vessel was poised obliquely on a trochoidal wave, 170' x 10'. The crest coincided witn
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the forward quarter point of one hull and the aft quarter point of the other hull, with
the trough at the extremities. (Scott has not provided additional information on the
vessel or the basis for selecting a 10-foot high wave.) Under this attitude of the vessel,
the center of buoyancy of the hulls moved toward the crest by an amount equal to 4
percent of the length. Thus, each hull had a torque of 0.04L times the displacement per
hull and the total torque on the cross-structure was given by T = 0.04LL

Where L = Total displacement of catamaran

Assuming the wing structure as a thin walled rectangular tube in tor-
sion, the stress, S, was given by

S- T
2At

where A = Area of the tube and

t = Tubc thickness

The upproach to obtain the total torque moment, as simple as it may
be, has merit for application in early stages of the design. Torque as given by 0.04LL
have been compared with model test results in Table 9. Except in the case of one vessel
where the test value is 16% higher, in all other cases, 0.04LL would provide conserva-
tive estimates.

Little application can be found for the stress expression as all known
catamarans have longitudinally discontinuous cross-structure which can not be idealized
as a single tube.

Transverse Bending:

It was assumed that during severe rolling in beam seas one of the hulls
can become partially emerged where one-half of the entire displacement of one hull is
cantilevered from the end of the cross-structure. Under this assumption the stress on the
cross-structure is expressed as

e Hull separation x 1/2 displacement of one hullSe Section modulus of cross-structure on centerline

- (W-2B)A/4 - S A/4
Section modulus Section modulus

A portion of Table 7 is a comparison of bending moments given by
S -, /4 with available model test results. It shows that the test value for ASR is higher
than S A /4 while for other vessels S LA/4 is higher than the test values.

(Note: Here S = clear hull spacing)
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Even though Scott's assumption provides bending moment values
higher than the model tests it is questionable whether the particular assumption of the
ship-wave relationship generates the maximum bending moment. A more detailed dis-
cussion on the condition for maximum bending moment appears in Section 5.

3.3.2 B.W. LANKFORD, JR.

Lankford's well-known and valuable paper, "The Structural Design
of ASR Catamaran Cross-Structure" (8) includes the following:

i. Analytical approach to sea load prediction

ii. Distribution of the design sea loads

iii. Drydocking and grounding loads

iv. Structural configuration of the ASR

v. The design procedure

T'he design wave-induced vertical bending moments were obtained
by making a long term prediction. The prediction calculations used response amplitude
operators provided by model tests (11), ocean wave spectrum derived from data on 12
most severe storms at the National Institute of Oceanography (Great Britain), and wave
frequency occurrence in the North Atlantic.

The part of the paper which covers points (ii) through (v) mentioned
above, together with the references, is reproduced in Appendix 2 of this report.

Lankford uses drydocking and grounding loads as design criteria.
Based on the assumption that the vessel is docked or grounded with maximum weight in
such a manner that ore hull is supported forward at station 4 and the other is supported
aft at station 18, the design torque is given by Ad/4 = 0.175 LA . This criteria is
considered overly conservative and it gives torque values which are much higher than
wave induced torque as can be seen in Table 9. The assumed loading condition where
no buoyancy support is available can occur during docking only. Further, one must
assume that the hull flexibility is not such that the vessel weight can force the keel
down to the blocks.

The Lankford method of cross-structure analysis is likely to attract

designers for two reasons, viz:

i i. It is neatly stated and simple and quick to apply.

ii. It is the only available method which has been applied to
vessels actually built, namely the ASR and the T-AGOR 16.
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However, the readers must be cautiored against the unreserved

acceptance of this method as it appears to oversimplify the structure and make some
questionable assumptions. Further, the method does not assure an economic nor a con-
servative structure. The primary oversimplification is that the hulls are rigid. The pri-
mary questionable assumption is that there is no relative rotation between the hulls and
the cross-structure at the junction of the hulls and the cross-structure.

3.3.3 H.A. SCHADE and AL. DINSENBACHER

Schade's and Dinsenbacher's works (12) and (13) are considered to-
gether since the methods employed by Dinsenbacher to develop equations for axial
forces, vertical moment, shear and torsion moment are refinements of methods devel-
oped by Schade. The Ship Structure Committee project reported hcre benefited from
the information and style of presentation in these two references. The following para-
graphs are taken directly from the Introduction and Analysis seckion of Dinsenbacher's
paper and they state the refinements made to Schade's methods, and the assumption of
the methods. The Summary and Discussion (from the same paper) which include the
equations developed are reproduced in Appendix 3 of this report. (The reference num-
bers in the quotation refer to the references in the paper which are also included in

Appendix 3.)

"In 1965 Professor H .A. Schade made a feasibility study of an ocean-
going catamaran in which equations were developed for estimating the
cross-structure loads (1). The author assumed the hulls to be prismatic
forms acted upon by vertically fronted waves. It was decided to compare
the loads resulting from this method to results from a model test of an
ASR catamaran (2). The comparison showed Schade's loads to be some-
what higher than those found from the model test. Also, Schade's method
re!&tes wave height only to ship dimensions, and not to wave length. It
was thus decided to employ many of the general aspects of Schade's method
but to modify the waves used in his study. Sinusoidal waves are substituted
for the vertically fronted waves. The wave lengths are related to the ship
dimensions ;r. an effort to optimize loads. Also, the wave amplitudes are
related tc the current design wave height-length relationship and to the
loads measured on the ASR catamcran model."

"The resulting empirical equations C:3vised herein are simple and quick
to employ. They are founded on a combination of a more realistic wave
shape, the current design wave height-length relationship used for longi-
tudinal strength, model and full-scale evaluations of current surface-
ship hull girder design loads, cnd loads measured on a catamaran model
in waves. A procedure for estimating primary stresses resulting from the
gross loads is also included."

Assumptions: (Quotation Continued)

"For this study, in a manner similar to that of Schade, the ship is ideal-
ized as two rectangular prisms (representing the hulls) connecteJ by a
rectangular box (the cross-structure). The longitudinal and transverse dis-



tributions of weight are taken as uniform in the hulls and in the cross-
structure. The length, beam, draft, and weight of the prismatic represen-
tation of the hulls are taken as those of the actual hulls. The intercon-
necting box has the same length (span between hulls), width, depth,
weight, clearance above still water, and vertical location of neutral axisI as does the actual cross-structure. The fluid density used for the computa-
tion of vertical forces is modified here to compensate for the difference in
displaced fluid between the rectangular blocks and the actual hull forms as
was done by Schade; however, the fluid density is not modified in the com-
putation of transverse loads. Also, the drafts are found for the prismatic
forms which produce vertical accelerations of 10.4g, and these accelera-I tions and drafts are used in computing the loads on the prismatic idealiza-
tion. These heave acceleration amplutudes of ±0.4g are not unrealistic
maxima to expect for the ship's service life (3). Sinusoidal waves rather
than vertically fronted waves are used. Pressures are assumed hydrostatic.
Inertia forces on the ship mass are included in calculating loads. Slamming
and whipping are ignored. It is further assumed herein that relative posi-
tions of wave and ship similar to those which produced the highest cross-
structure loads in Schade's work will result in the worst conditions. There-
fore, only the loading conditions shown in Figures 1 and 2 will be considered."

Figures 1 and 2 are included in Appendix 3.

Comments on the equations developed and their associated assumptions follow:

Axial Force:

The equation for axial force in beam seas does not account for the pos-
sible force contribution due to the horizontal acceleration, which can be substantial.

Detailed discussion on the probable conditions for maximum loads as
concluded from some independent analysis and available test data is covered in Section 5.

Bending Moment and Shear:

i. Although not stated specifically the bending moment equations
development assume that maximum side hydrostatic force and maximum vertical ac-
celeration occur at the same time for the relative wave and ship position of Loading
Condition 1 (see Appendix 3, Figure 1). Also that the sense of the acceleration on
both hulls is the same.

ii. The second term on the right side of equation (75), Appen-
dix 3, for maximum shear is obtained by relating the shear and bending moment RMS
values in 40-knot wind beam seas for the ASR catamaran. Intrinsic to this operation is
the assumiption that shear and moment are in phase or that the particular shear is the re-
suit of the particular moment.

The validity of the foregoing two assumptions is doubted. The twc
S assumptions do ply a very important part in the resulting equations for maximum bend-
ing moments and shear. The reasoning behind the objections will be found in Sec-
tion 5.

r

I



Torque:

Equation (79) Appendix 3, developed for maximum torque (which
occurs in oblique seas) about the iwist center of the cross-structure is

To 3Cbg BAL 2/2Trj + 10.14 MQ t/ISI

The first term on the right represents the torsion about the center of gravity of the ship,
while the second term represents the torsion due to shear acting through the ship's cen-
ter of gravity, which tends to differentially heave the hulls. The latter term is ob-
tained by relating the maximum shear to the maximum bending moment (for a catamaran
with weightless cross-structure) in the same oblique wave which causes the maximum tor-
sion. This assumption is the some as the second assumption listed under bending moment
and shear and its validity is doubted also. Attention is drawn to the fact that the term
in question is not likely to be large unless t, the distance from center of center of
gravity of the ship to the center of twist of the cross-structure, is large.

fhe development of the first term in the torsion equation is found to be logical and pre-
ferred over Scott's expression for torque. It seems to take in as many details as possible
without beginning with the fundamental equations of motions. The first term is em-
ployed to nondimensionalize the test data (Section 4).

3.3.4 G.O. THOMAS

G .O. Thomas delivered a lecture (4) entitled "Structural Analysis
of Catamarans" as one part of a short course on "Modern Techniques of Ship Structural
Analysis and Design" at the University of California in September 1970. It was a gen-
eralized lecture based on the conceptual design of a naval strike platform for which con-
siderable design information was collected and design criteria developed.

The material on design load derivation was as presented by
Dinsenbacher and discussed earlier in this report.

In developing the design criteria for aircraft carriers, Thomas was
able to refer to some very recent work pe, formed at the British National Physical Labora-
tories (unpublished) and at the Navo! Ship Research and Development Center. The sec-
tion on structural design criteria selection contained formulas for cross-structure clearance
and slamming loads which are applicable to catamarans in general.

Thomas' formula for cross-structure clearance above load waterline is

C =3+1.1 12(S+B) butC 4( 20

The clearance as calculated by this formula compared quite closely to the actual clear-

ance for the E.W. Thornton and the ASR but it gave much higher values than actual for

the University of Miami design and the Ridgely Warfield. In this respect it is pertinent
to note that the forward end of the Ridgely Warfield's cross-structure is bow shaped and
designed for low clearance. It is suspected that for very large catamarans the cross-
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structure clearance may be controlled by the minimum depth and freeboard requirements
for the individual hulls. Also, the designer is likely to pay some penalty in terms of
additional clearance if the ends of the cross-structure are within approximately 0.15 L
of the ends of the hulls.

Thomas provides a fairly lengthy discussion on the design criteria for
cross-structure slamming. He elects to treat the relatively small forward-and-aft areas
as local areas since they are of minor importance to the overall cross-structure weight.

r, The following discussion on the slamming loads on the large middle areas (referred to as
Region 2) is quoted directly from Thomas' lecture notes (4).

"In Region 2, slamming of the largest area of cross-structure bottom plat-
ing was assumed to be caused by the descent of the cross-structure right
on top of a wave passing through the catamaran flume. This may not be
s-rictly the case, but lacking specific information, it was taken to be so.
Wave buildup within the tunnel was neglected since it primarily effects
slamming aft. A second unpublished report by the National Physical Lab-
oratory shows that high-impact pressures aft for a catamaran with water pile-
up and without anti-pitching fins were a little less than at the forward
quarter point."

"Loads from slamming on the cross-structure bottom in Region 2 can be
divided into two kinds: (a) short-term high-impact pressures acting lo-
cally in the lateral direction for panels and on the edges of floors and
.b) longer duration for lower pressures used for cross-structure bottom
bent and overall cross-structure bottom grillage design."

"The highest pressures for short-term slamming can be taken as for flat
bottom impact. This can be justified by considering that welding dis-
tortion can cause a slightly concave appearance to the cross-structure
bottom plating which could then slam on wave crests as a flat bottom.
The equation used for flat-bottom slamming is from Chuang*

p = 4.5 V 64/62.4

where p is the flat bottom slamming pressure in pounds per square inch,

V is the relative motion between ship and fluid in feet per second, and
the value 64/62.4 converts pressures from those for fresh water to those
for sea water. The slamming station for relative motion was taken at
0.461 forward of amidships and, since impact pressures are assumed to
occur when the ship descends on top of the wave, impact velocities
were based on design maximum pitch motion. Pressures greater than those
from flat-bottom slamming can be experienced as transients for rela-
tively shallow deadrise angles of hull to fluid. However, these pressures
are usually very localized to the water-structure interface and were as-
sumed to carry insufficient momentum to affect the design of the plating."

*Chuang, S.L., "Experiments on Flat-Bottom Slamming," Journal of Ship Research
(1March 1966)
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"The first mentioned unpublished NPL report showed that raising the
cross-structure on a catamaran model reduced the frequency of slams of
a given severity but did not reduce the intensity when they did occur.
Pritchett** has confirmed this conclusion in more recent testing at
NSRDC. The general concensus so far is that for the higher most prob-
able sea conditions (Beaufort 6 in one case and State 7 sea in another),
short-term, high-impact slamming pressures can be assumed to be between
80 and 120 psi, regardless of the size of the ship or height of the cross-
structure (within reason). Slamming pressures from the Chuang equation
fell within this range for all catamarans of the series."

"High impact flat-bottom slamming pressures were applied over single
panels of bottom plating which were then designed as for boundaries of
tanks, and to floors and double bottom longitudinal girders to design
against local collapse."

"Following the initial slam on the bottom plating of the cross-
structure, the pressure can be assumed to drop very rapidly to that
given by 1/2 9 V2 where 4? is the mass density of sea water, i.e.,

P = 0.994 V2

where P is the flat bottom pressure in pounds per square foot and V
is the relative motion between ship and fluid in feet per second."

"For this relationship the relative velocity between ship and fluid
can be taken to include the orbital velocity of particles in the wave
since the cross-structure bottom might now be well below the crest
of the wave. Pressures from this equation ranged from 600 to 900
pounds per square foot for the catamaran series studied. These pres-
sures were then applied to the overall cross-structure bottom grillage
design."

Thomas has also developed a weight equation for the cross-structure
of a catamaran but its application is extremely restricted. Actually, it was developed
for the conceptual design on aircraft carriers. The equation is not presented here due
to its acknowledged limitations and high probability of involving large errors when ap-
plying it to nonaircraft carrier type structure.

3.3.5 JOHN L. GLAESER

Whi!e at the Webb Institute of Naval Architecture, Glaeser pre-
pared an undergraduate thesis entitled "A Theoretical Investigation Into the Motions
of a Catamaran and the Shear and Bending Moments on its Cross-Structure" (14). The
responses considered were heave, roll, shear and vertical bending moment. As a check
on his theory, Glaeser calculated the responses for the ASR and compared them with the
model test results (11). Figure 1 (taken from the summary of the thesis) shows the compari-
son.

"**Pritchett, C., "Model Studies of ASR-Catamaran Impact Pressures on Between Hull

Structure," Naval Ship Research and Development Center T &E Report340-H-01
(January 1970).
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To permit the most basic analys's the problem was simplified by tak-
ing a catamaran at zero speed in a two-dimensicial cosine wave. This is reasonable as
maximum roll and vertical moments appear to occur in beam seas. Other primary as-
sumptions of the theory ate as follows:

Motion Calculations:

1. The hulls are thin enough, and the roll small enough so that
the wave height at the center of a hull is the same as at the
sides. The catamaran is wall sided.

2. All the hydrodynamic, hydrostatic and inertial forces act
through a point on the centerline of each hull.

3. The catamaran is not pitching arid there is no cross coupling
effect between heave and roll.

Shear and Bending Moment Calculations:

1. All hydrodynamic and hydrostatic forces act through the center
of buajancy of each hull as it moves.

2. The cross-structure is weightless (in accordance with the ni,'gl
test).

3. The catamaran rolls about its center of gravity and is wall sided.

First, Glaeser wrote and solved the differential equations for heave
and roll. Then knowing the motions of the vessel, the forces on each individual hull
were calculated, the forces being those which made up the original differential equa-
tions. The constants of proportionality, added mass and damping were calculated using
Grim's coefficients.

Comments on the Comparison of Theoretical Calculation
and Model Test Results for the ASR:

See Figure 1. Although the shear response comparison is not in-
cluded in the summary, it is included in the principle thesis. However. the shear com-
parison is nearly identical to the roll motion comparison.

The roll and shear correlations are very respectable except that the
theoretical maximum occurs at W =* 1 .2 ( 1Ž4- 2 hull centerline spacing) while the
experimental maximum occurs at W,. -_ 1 ( I t 2 overall width). It is suspected that
this is due to the simplification that the hulls are thin and that the vertical force acts
through a single point. The agreement in magnitude leads one to conclude that the
theory has succeeded in identifying, at least, the principle parameters which influence
roll motion and shear force.
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Figure I does not show the model test heave. In this respect it is
valuable to note that the theoretical heave curve is very much like the Thornton model
test curve in which heave/wave height is approximately zero at that wave frequency
when roll, shear and bending moment are maximum and approximately unity at low fre-
quencies.

The bending moment correlation is poor casting a doubt on the
theory. As Glaeser himself suspected it is most likely due to neglecting botl- the hydro-
static arid hydrodynamic side forces. It will be observed that locations of maximums
are the same as for roll motion.

4. MODEL TEST DATA ANALYSIS

As ment*oned earlier model tests have assisted greatly in the estimation of wave-
induced loads un the cross-structure of catamarans. What is more important to recog-
nize is that they will continue to do so until theoretical and semi-empirical methods
have been proven to a high degree of confidence (which takes time).

This section consolidates and compares the available model test data on the loads
imposed by sea waves on the catamaran cross-structure. Limitations of the various
test programs and the consequent limitations of the data comparison are enumerated.
The purpose of the comparison was to determine the gross relationship between the loads
and the major parameters of the catamaran design and waves.

4.! Test Background

4.1.1 Test Vessels

The prototype characteristics of the vessels whose model test data
were available to this project, are provided in Table 2. It will be observed that within
the data plots appearing in the report are data points marked "Undisclosed Series."
These are from an unpublished test report of a conventional catama-crn.

The bulk of the analysis has been centered around the "Thornton"
and the "ASR" whose test programs included a large range of sea conditions and the
data, as reported, are amenable to extrapolation and comparison. The amenability to
extrapolation was most valuable as it was helpful in estimating loads on large catmrnarans.

The portion of the Mohole and the Levingston 6-column semi-
submersible platforms test data which were useable were the data for the ocean tow con-
dition. In this cond'tion the water lines are below the top of the lower longitudinal
hulls and the vessels are essentially surfuce catamarans. Test program for the University
of Miami Research Vessel Design was quite limited.

4.1.2 Loads Compared

The loads compared were the two moment and one force measured
in each test with model at zero speed, viz:
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* Vertical Bending Moment in Beam Seas
* Vertical Shear Force in Beam Seas
e Torsion Moment in Oblique Seas

The crucial side forces which are the major cause of the maximum
vertical moment were measured in the Levingston test only. The reported acceleration
data for the various tests are inadequate to attempt a meaningful comparison.

4. 1.3 Pertinent Notes on the Tests

a. All the test models simulated the total weight, centers and gy-
radii of the catamaran as a rigid body. None of the models
simulated the structural rigidities of the centerbody or the cross
members.

b. The ASR report (11) provides random wove test results (only) in
terms of response amplitude operators and response spectral
energy.

The other tests which were all performed at the Davidson Lab-
oratory reports both regular wave and random wave test results.
However, the random wave test results are in terms of averages
only.

c. The all important information on phase relationship between the
various loads and the wave are available for the Mohcle and the

Levingston tests only.

d. Each test was performed for a specific configuration and one load-
ing condition only.

e. Load measurement system: The ASR test used four strain gages
mounted on two rigid aluminum bars, one forward and one aft to
measure loads,

The Davidson Laboratory used Schaevitz force measurement dyna-
mometers which are linear variable differential transformers to measure loads. (The
dynamometers have a core mounted between two springs and the voltage output is pro-

portional to the displacement of the core.) Although the actual instrumentation ar-
rangement was not the same for every Davidson Laboratory test, the following para-
graph from the "Thornton" Repe-t (17) is informative of the principle of the system.

"The hulls were connected by a rigid bridge structure which was a
part of the force and moments measuring system. The bridge was
fixed to the port hull and was connected to !irear force measurement-
dynamometers in the starboard hull. The bridge was made up of three
frames which spanned the huls ct the L.C.G. and at two p,.nts 12
inches forward and aft of the L.C.G. The frame at the L.C.G. was
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Table 2 - Prototype Characteristics of Model Test Vessels

C 4)

C :E "E .n_
-C!. -: .0-

Reference Number 1527 1 18 6V,f 19 20,2 22

T e s t F a c i l i t y v d s nN R CD v d nD a d s na v s o

Hull S m er ny ny ny y y

•" "• 0' -0

SLength O e a l-- 1 6 - " 3 9 0 '-0 "

SLength Bet. Perp, L 255'-0" 210'-0" 136'-6" * 355I-0" -

; em Overall, W 105'-0" 86'-0" 50'-5" 250'-0" 200'-0"

Beam Each Hull, B 37'-0" 24'-0" 16'-10" 35'-0" 36'-0"

Hull •, Spacing, b 68'-0" 62'-0" 33i.-71' 215'-0" 164'-0"

Clear Hull Spacing, S 31'-0" 38'-0" 16'-10" 180'-0" 128'-0"

Test Draft, Do 17'-0" 18'-0" 9'-5" 285-7" 16'-0"

Total Displacement,AZ 6700 T 2797 T 695 T 16,800 T 7700 T

Block Coef, Cb 0.73 0.54 0.56 0.75 0.90

Waterplane Coef, Cw 0.84 0.737 - 1 .0 1 .0

Centerplane Coef, CLA 0.92 0.92 - 1 .0 1 .0

L/b 3.75 3.387 4.063 1.163 1.220

t>

L/Do 15.00 11.67 14.44 03.64 16.25

RBDo 2.18 1.33 11.78 1.24 2.25

L/B 6.89 8.75 8.13 11.14 7.22
b/W 0.648 0.721 0.667 0.860 0.820

Oblique Wave Coef, C>• 0.47 0.51 0.46 0.77 0.78

* Assumed value

16 -1 3901-01,
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Table 3 - Particulars of "E. W. Thornton" Series Ships

TABLE 3 - PARTICULARS OF "E.W. THORNTON" SERIES SHIPS

Ship A ShipB SShp C E W. Thornton

Scale 1 2.383 1 2 1 1.278 1 1

LBP, L 607.67. 510.C' 325 89' 255.0'

Beam Overall, W 250.22' 210.0' 134.19' 105 0'

Beam Each HdllI, B 88.17' 74.0' 47 29' 37.0'

Hull Spacing, 5 73.8?7 62.0' 39.62' -1 .0'

hull g Spacing, b 162.05' 136.0' 86.9' 68.0'

Draft,, Do 40 51' 34 0' 21.73' 17-0"

Dplocement,A 90,800 T 53,600 T 14,000 T 6,700T

d 52.43' 44.0' 28.12' 22.0'

2 (W-B) =2b 324 10 272.0 173.8 136.0

Table 4 - Particulars of "ASR" Series Ships

TABLE 4 - PARTICULARS OF 1ASR" SERIES SHIPS

ShipA Ship B Snp C ASR

Scale 1 3.19 1 2.675 1 1.71 1-1

LBP, L 669.90' 561.75' 359.1' 210.0'

Beam Overall, W 274.34' 230.05' 147.06' 86.0'

Beam Each Hull, B 76.56' 64.20' 41.04' 24.0'

Hull Spacinc.-, S 121.22' 110.65' 64.98' 3B.0'

Hull g Spacing, b 197.78' 165.85' 106.02' 62.0'

Draft, Do 57.42' 48.1,' 30.78' 18.0'

Displacement, A 90,800 T 53,600 T 14,000 T 2,797 T

d 93.79' 78.o5' 50.27' 29.4'

2 (W-B) 2b 395.56 331.70 212.04 124 0

Table 5 - Particulars of the University of Miami Series Ships

TABLE 5- PARTICULARS OF THE UNrVERSITY OF MIAMI SERIES SHIPS

Un-v. of Miam
Sh,p A S SP C sh

Scale 1 5.080 1 3.339 1-1 143 1 1

LBP, L 693 4' 455 8' 156 0' 136.5'

Beam Overall, W 256.0' 168 3' 57.6' 50 4'

feieanr Each Hull, B 85.3' 56.1' 19.2' 16 8'

Hull Spacing, S 85.3 56 1' 19.2' 16 8'

Hu'l g Spacing, b 170.7' 112.2' 38.4' 33.6'

Draft, Do 48.0' 31 5' 10 8' 9.45'

D(rplacement, A Yl, 108 T 25,827 T 1,042 T 695 T

d 106.2' 69 8' 23.9' 20 9'

2 (W-B) - 2b 341.4 224.4 76.8 67 2

Sgnsfcant Wove Ht, 45.7 30.0 10.3 9.0

HT
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attached to two dyncmometers spaced three inches apart while the two
other frames were attached to single dynamometers located on the cen-
terline plane of the starboard hull. All dynamometers gave the rela-k tive shear force and the relative pitch moment, while the outputs of
the two dynamor. ters at the L.C.G. registered relative roll moments."

It should be clarified that the ASR System measured the total ver-
tical bending moments, i.e., primary moments and secondary moments due to shear,
whereas the !rzvidson Laboratory System measured primary bending moments only.

4.2 Data Consolidation and Comparison

As mentioned previously the data analysis is centered around the "ThornTon"
and the ASR tests. To accomp!ish data extrapolation, the "Thornton" and the ASR
prototypes were expanded into a series of geometric ships up to 90,800-ton displace-
ment. Tables 3 and 4 provide the particulars of the series. The wave loads response
amplitude operators were expanded by Froude scaling. The ASR test report provided
the R.A.O.s* while the Thornton R.A.O.s were based on the regular wave data. It
should be clarified that the ASR R.A.O.s picked from the report were the mean values

Sof two runs for each conditioi. The response of each ship in the series was obtained in
sea state 5 (H 1/3 = 10'), sea state 7 (H 1/3 = 30') and sea state 9 (H 1/3 50') using

the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum represented as follows:

33.56
S (W), ft2 sec 2  16.7 8  4-5s e H 3

C Area under curve of S (w) vs w equals H 1/ 3 /2.832

The University of Miami Research Vessel design test data was too limited to
deduce response amplitude operators. For the one random wave test, the wave and re-
sponse information is reported in terms of averages only. To make the most of the data,
it was expanded to three prototype ships which had test significarnt wave height equiva-
lent to 10.3 feet (sea state 5), 30.0 feet (sea state -) and 45.7 feet (sea state 8). Par-
ticulars of these ships appear in Table 5. The Undisclosed Series was developed in the
same manner.

The semi-submersible platform data was used "as is."

All the test data assembled are for zero speed. In case of the ASR model
tests (11), the load measurements were made in forward speeds up to 20 knots and it was
found that the maximum loads occurred at zero speed. This finding need not be appli-
cable to all craft, particularly very high speed craft.

* Response Amplitude Operators
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There is general agreement among the different rest data that maximum wave-
induced bending moments and shear force occur in beam seas while the maximum torsion
moment occur in oblique seas (450 to 600 off 00 or 1800 heading). A signif;cant cor-
relation between the "Thornton" and the ASR tests, the two tests for which R.A.O.s are
available, is that the maximum bending moment and shear occur in waves with length
equal to approximately 1.8 to 2.0 times the overall beam.

Non-dimensionalized data is presented in the following plots:

Figure 2: Max. vert. bend. mom. Versus A , Beam Seas
d (A + A) ) /2

Figure 3: Max. vert. bend. mom. Versus L, Beam Seas
d( A+ A•)/2

Figure 4" Max. vert. bend. mom. Versus b, Beam Seas
d (A + A1 ) 12

Figure 5: Max. shear force Versus A , Beam Seas
A/2

Figure 6: Max. shear force Versus A , Beam Seas
A bcw
f W-

Figure 7: Max. torsion mom. Versus A , Oblique SeasT1

Where T1 = Cb ¶ B x 0.6f,\'r L2 /2Tr.

Figure 8: Max. torsion mom. Versus AL, Oblique Seas
T1

Each figure includes data from all the tests in three sea states. The symbols used in the
plots for the various tests are as follows:

+-.- -+--+ .... Thornton Series
-e --- ...... ASR Series

. ... ... Univ. of Miami Catamaran Series
C ...... Undisclosed Series

S...... Mohole Platform
e ...... Levingston Platform
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The plots are for loads in terms of maximum single amplitudes where maximum is taken as

follows:

Thornton and ASR: Average of the 1/1000 highiest calculated for

the Pierson Moskowitz spectrum.

All Other Tests: Maximum measured or average 1/1000 highest
(obtained from significant or 1/10 highest av-
erage values), whichever is greater.
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The reported phase reiationships between cross-structure Joads for Levingston 6-
column platform (in towing condition) in both beam seas as well as oblique seas are as
follows:

e Maximum shear 900 out of phase with bending moment
o Maximum side force in phase with bending moment
* Maximum yaw moment 900 out of phase with bending moment
e Maximum torsion moment 1800 out of phase with bending moment

X___________

o 02

0 02 0 OG 08 /0

Fig. 9 - Added Mass Fo.i Sway Direction,
Series 50 (Ref. 23)

Table 6 gives the ratios of maximum magnitude of each load in beam seas
and oblique seas for the Thornton, ASR and the Levingston Platform. They were valu-
able in deducing the load schedule, Table '0.

Table 6 - Ratios of Maximum Loads in Beam Seas and Oblique Seas

Thornton ASR Levingston Mean

Bending Moment, Beam Seas 0.54 0.36 0.55 0.48

Shear, Oblique Seas 0.52 0.55 0.53 0.53
Beam Seas

Torsion Moment, Beam Seas 0.55 0.36 0.55 0.49
Oblique Seas

It was realized that added mass ( 1 J/g) was an important term contributing
to the vertical bending moments. However, the scope of the project would not permit de-
tailed added mass calculation for each test vessel. Also, a literature search for reference
material on the added mass in sway of unsymmetrical vessel was futile. In view of this it
was decided to calculate the added mass bas.ed on Series 60 coefficients provided by Eda
and Crane (23) and reproduced in Figure 9 Lere.
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4.3 Discussion of the Plots

4.3.1 Vertical Bending Mon'ents

a. The first observation that can be made of the plots is that the
ASR ser;es coefficients are consistently higher than the Thornton series, and that the dif-
ferences are large enough not to be attributed to experimental inaccuracies alone.

b. The plots of coefficient against length and centerline hull spac-
ing in addition to displacement do not help to explain the data distribution.

c. It is recognized that in plotting ASR test data together with the
other test data, it is assumed that shear is 900 out of phase with the bending moment im-
plying that the contribution of secondary moments to the total maximum bending moment
is zero. This assumption is in accordance with the Levingston Platform tests results. It
should be pointed out that the Levingston Platform hulls are much more widely spaced
than the ASR hulls (see Table 2), and that this assumption may be inaccurate for the
ASR. Further, that the inaccuracy of this assumption may be one of the reasons why
the ASR bending moment coefficient is much higher than for other ships.

d. The data is too insufficient to deduce the influence of form
coefficients on the difference noted above or the general trends. For the same reason
it is not possible to develop a better representation of size than just displacement to
the first power.

e. The bending moments are non-linear with respect to signifi-
cant wave height. Also that the non-linearity increases with decrease in vessel size.
There is a plausible explanation for this trend. Maximum bending moments are experi-
enced in waves with /, = 1 .8 to 2.0W (2 W range from 100 feet to 548 feet for ves-
sels represented on the plot). Now, as the sea state rises, the maximum spectral energy
shifts to longer waves and wave height for waves with . 1.8 to 2.0W does not in-
crease proportionally resulting in the non-linear load response.

4.3.2 Shear Force

Discussions of items (a), (d), and (e) under Vertical Bending Mo-
ments apply to shear force also.

The purpose of using both - and 2 - to nondimensionalize
2 2 W

force was ir the hope of explaining the reason for the high values of MAX Fso/ A/2
for the semisubmersible platforms. The apparent differences between the platform and
the other vessels which could particularly influence the shear force are their very wide
hull centerline spacing, b, and high waterplane coefficients, Cw. It is realized that
the introduction of Cw tends to increase the differences in the ASR and Thornton coef-
ficients in the higher sea states.

I+
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4.3.3 Torsion Moment

a. The Thornton series torsion moment coefficients are higher than
the ASR series, whereas, in the case of the vertical bending moment and shear force,
the opposite is true.

b. Just as the vertical bending moment and shear, the torsion mo-
ments are nonlinear with respect to significant wave height, but not to the same degree.

c. No apparent explanation is available as to why the data point
representing the University of Miami design and the Undisclosed design are much higher
than the other ships, although they are both conventional catamarans similar to the
Thornton and ASR.

d. At the upper end of the A and A L scale the correlation be-
tween the ASR and Thornton series is good. Further, in sea state 8 the torsion moment
coefficient approaches unity implying that the expression used to nondimensionalize the
moment is most promising to estimate maximum torsion moments.

5. CONDITION FOR MAXIMUM RESPONSE AND RECOMMENDED
METHOD FOR DESIGN LOADS ESTIMATE

The purpose of this section is (i), to determine the probable wave and ship posi-
tion in which the maximum catamaran motions and cross-structure loads are caused,
(ii) develop simple load equations and (iii) suggest a design load schedule. It is in-
tended to concentrate on the beam sea condition in items (i) and (ii) since it is proposed
to use the torsion equation in nearly the same form as developed by Dinsenbacher (Ap-
pendix 3).

5.1 Condition for Maximum Response In Beam Seas

Figure 10 depicts a catamaran poised in several locations in three different
waves. In Figure 10-1, the wave length equals b, the centerline hull spacing; in Figure
10-11, the wave length equals 2b, and in Figure 10-111, the wave length is supposed to
be several times bigger than b.

By inspection it can be seen that when .X . b, the wave-induced forces (hy-
drostatic, inertial and damping) on both the hulls have the same direction and magni-
tude. Since the loads on the cross-structure are due to the differential loading on the
two hulls (besides the loads due to the mass of the cross-structure), in this particular con-
dition the cross-structure loading should be small. Intuitively, the heave magnification
should be high and roll magnification small.

When wave length is much bigger than the catamaran width, as in Figure
10-111, the differential loading on the hulls should be small and consequently the cross-
structure loading should be small. Also, the roll and heave magnification should be
roughly unity.
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Fig. 10 - Catamaran in Beam Waves of Different Length
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Waves of , 2b, Figure 10-11, have the potential for generating condi-
tions for high differential loading on the hulls. When one hull is on the crest and the
other in the trough they experience maximum vertical acceleration of opposite sense gen-
erating high shear force on the cross-structure and at the same time inducing large cata-
maran roll. The velocity dependent (damping) force would induce bending moment, how-
ever, it is believed to be small. If the wave is considered to be of highest steepness pos-
sible, then the roll and shear should be maximum. When the hulls are at the nodes (with
crest or trough on the catamaran centerline), they e>'perience maximum equal and oppo-
site side forces, both hydrostatic and hydrodynamic, which result in maximum moment on
the cross-structure. Further, when the crest is on the centerline the moment at the
juncture of the cross-structure and the hulls due to side forces have the same sense as the
moment due to the weight of the cross-structure, whereas when the trough is on the cen-
terline the particular two moments have opposite sense. Figure 10-11 makes another
valuable suggestion; that a catamaran heave should be small when •X = 2b because
the vertical wave force on the hulls cancel one another.

In the foregoing paragraphs, tentative conclusions were reached as to the
wave and ship locations in which maximum response are caused. Now the model test
results will be inspected for the same purpose.

Thr principal clues from the model test results regarding the conditions for
maximum response in beam seas are as follows:

i. There is general agreement among the different test results that
maximum roll, shear force and vertical bending moment occur
with vessel at zero forward speed in beam wave with , " 1 .8
width to 2.0 width.

ii. In both the Thornton and the Levingston Platform test, where
heave was measured as well as other responses in a wide range
of regular waves, it was found that heave approached zero in
waves when shear, roll and bending moment were maximum.

iii. Phase data from the Levingstun Platform test in beam seas is as
follows:

Maximum shear 900 out of phase with bending moment
Maximum side force in pha;c ,;:;th bending moment
Maximum yaw moment 900 out of phase with bending

moment
Maximum torsion moment 1800 out of phase with bend-

ing moment

This implies that maximum bending moments are caused by side forces and not
by vertical forces since heave is minimum or zero in waves which cause maximum bend-
ing momen:, and shear is 900 out of phase with maximum bending moment.
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It can be stated that there is good agreement between the conclusions reached
on the basis of the model test results and the visual inspection. This agreement pro-
vided the encouragement to set up simple equations for maximum vertical bending mo-
ment, axial force and shear force, whose presentation follow. Indeed, it is admitted
that the test data available to reach the conclusions is limited.

5.2 Development of Design Load Equations

5.2.1 Equation for Estimating Maximum Transverse Veitical
Moments and Axial Force (See Figure 11)

Assumptions:

e Wave is sinusoidal
v Wave length = twice hull centerline space, X = 2b
* Wave height = >/10

NELTR AL AXIS OF C 0S5 STRUCTUR E

q ,

_._5 Do _p '

h 5-rIL WATE!S LINE:

} 1  dix

Fig. 11 -Loading Condition for Maximum Vertical Bending Moment in Beam Seas
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* Trough at centerline of catamaran
* Vertical acceleration is 1g (displacement of one hull

equals half weight or catamaran)
e Magnitude and distribution of side hydrostatic force per

foot of length remain constant as at transverse sec-
tion with maximum beam

e The aggregate magnitude of the horizontal acceleration
causing the dynamic side force equals the intact wave
acceleration at a point 1/4 beam off the centerline of
each hull and 0.65 draft above keel

a Cross-structure weight is evenly distributed
o Cross-structure extends between inboard shell of hulls

and the ends are built in.
* Velocity dependent forces and impact of water particles

on the hulls are negligible.

Maximum Vertical Bending Moment:

SMo = Wave-induced bending moment for a weightless cross-structure, constant
over the breadth of cross-structure

Mo = Side hydrostatic force moment - couple due to the horizontal shift in
center of buoyancy + side inertia force moment

Mo = (HLVL-HRVR)- h +( L + A' )ah d......... (El)S~~~~2 2g )h .... (l

(Do + Y)

H1 = (gl- 2 = Side hydrostatic force on outboard shell

Vt. d "(D1, f YL) = Centroid of HL below neutral axis of

cross-itnucture

H cos (TT -) = Wave surface above still waterline at out-
2 Xboard shell

HR = JSL (Do- = Side hydrostatic force on inboard shell

VR = d-l (DoYR) = Centroid of HR below neutral axis of cross-structure
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H= cos( T , Wave surface below still waterline at in-
board shell

h.B _ B 2 (Do + YL) + (Do - YR)1
2 3 L (Do + YL) + (Do -YR)J

h 8 B 3 3Do+ YCL
2 3 =- -.-2Doj Horizontal shift in center of buoyancy

A1  Added mass of one hull in horizontal direction

a h = Aggregate horizontal acceleration

d = d1 - 0.65 Do = lever arm for inertia force

MC = Moment at ends due to weight of cross-structure

Wc S
12 .............................. (E2)

M1 = Maximum vertical bending moment at juncture of
cross-structure and hull

M1 = Mo+Mc .............................. (E 3)

Maximum Side Force

P = Maximum axial compression
A + A•1

P = HL - HR + ah ........... (E4)29

Due to the symmetry of the assumed wave and vessel, it is possible, by intuition,
to set down the equations of moment and axial force for the condition of wave crest at
centerline.

M = Maximum vertical bending moment at the juncture of cross-structure and hull

L M I(MO)I + I(Mc)1
h + + I•4 ! d WcSMj = (HLVL - HRVR)- h ( 2g 12

P = Maximum axial tension= L HR + (A ah

I -R L2 g ) al

It is important to note that absolute values are signified since symbols refer to figure II
for trough at centerline.
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It should bt recognized that whether crest at centerline or trough at cepterline
Swill result in the higher direct stress will depend on the relative size of stress due to

Mc and P. However, by rough checks, it was found that for existing catamarans

stress due to axial force was greater than stress due to cross-structure weight (or local
loads).

5.2.2 Equation for Estimating Maximum Shear Force

According to the analysis at the beginning of this section, maximum
shear occurs, probably, when one hull is on the crest and the other in the trough. In
this position the hulls experience maximum vertical acceleration in opposite direction to
one another. Again, according to the analysis, maximum roll should occur at the same
time as maximum shear.

Combination of vertical acceleration and roll will not permit an im-
mediate writing of a shear force equation as it was possible in the case of vertical bend-
ing moment and axial force. ir is proposed to resort to the model test data to obtain an
expression for maximum shear. This is done simply by picking the highest nondimension-
alized -hear coefficient for a weightless cross-structure from Figure 6. Since the verti-
cal wave-induced acceleration on the hulls are of opposite sense, the cross-structure
can be assumed to have ig acceleration only. Then,

Fso 0.41 * Cw .................... (E5)
2 w

- Wave induced shear at ends, weightless
cross structure

Fsc Wc .................... (E 6)
2

Fsc= Shear at ends due to cross-structure weight

FslI Maximum shear at juncture of cross-structure
and hull

FslF Fsa+ c F..................... (E 7)

5.2.3 Equation for Estimating Maximum Torsion Moment

Dinsenbacher's torsion moment equation which is also reproduced
in Appendix 3 is

Tc Torque about center of twist of cross-structure

2- Torque about center of gravity of ship + torque due to
shear acting through the ship's center of gravity

Tic 3Cb 9B 0.6 T~wL2 /2TTj + 10. 14 Mqt/ s
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Torsion values as provided by the first item, T1 , can be compared
with the model test results, as was done in Figure 7, since t for model was zero except

for the ASR model. Even for the ASR model, t was relatively small making the second
term of secondary importance .

It can be seen from Figure 7 that if the constant 0.6 in T1 was re-
placed by 0.7 then Ti would provide torsion values at least as large as any iest value
in an irregular sea with 50-foot significant wave height if the data scatter due to the
University of Miami model test and the undisclosed test is neglected. A 50-foot sig-
nificant wave height represents sea state 8 and it is considered sufficiently severe for
design purposes. It is pertinent to point out at this time that Dinsenbacher selected
0.6 to suit the ASR long term prediction of torsion moments. Even though the use of
0.7 may ove restimate torsion, conservativeness is justified in light of the limited test
data and t'-e many simplifications that had to be made to derive the equation.,

It is proposed to replace the second term in light of the objection
raised to it in Section 3 of this report. According to the model test results, maximum
shear and torsion are out of phase, and maximum shear in oblique seas is approximately
53 percent of maximum shear in beam seas. (This applies to a weightless cross-structure.)
It is conjectured that it would be conservative to assume that shear in phase with torsion
is half of maximum shear. Then, using the symbols of this report, the torsion equation
would be

Tc ISCIg 0. 7 IXT L22TT I + (t)G.53x0.5xmax shear in beam seas)j

Tc = 3c~bg 0.7 VT L2/2TTl + 1()0.11 _L b CwI. (E 8)

If t = Longitudinal distance from ship LCG to cross-structure twist center = 0

then

T =TO =iCbg 0.7 F - L2 /2TTI

5.2.4 Comments on the Proposed Equations

* The equations are qua.i-dynamic and semi-empirical in nature. They
neglect velocity dependent forces as well as the impact of watei par-
ticles on the hulls.

* Although any other assumption than that wave form remains intact as
it passes the catamaran would be difficult to handle, in reality, it is
seen that wave form doe; deform between the hulls. It i' conjectured
that the deformed wave would not cause higher acceleration dependent
forc,'s or larger hydrostatic loadings than a wave which remains intact.

* The new equations presented do not have any back-up derivation ctssc-

ciated with them.
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" The procedure for calculating side hydrostatic force is the same as
used by Schade and Dinsenbacher (12) and (13).

" The use of X = 2b ;n beam sea condition is not quite in accordance
with the model test results which suggest ,Xi 1 .8W to 2.0W. The
possible refinement is sacrificed to sustain symmetry and simplicity.

"* The method does not account for unsymmetrical hulls and form of hulls.

* As far as it can be determined, there is no published information on
the added mass in the horizontal direction for catamarans. Whether
it is satisfactory to consider the added mass of each hull as if they
were independent hulls is quite q'jestioncble since they can constrain
one another's sway motion. This should be particularly true in waves
with ,X•2b where the horizontal acceleration of the two hulls have
opposite sense. Unfortunately, model test results gathered do not
have sway results to evaluine this, Until new information on added

mass in sway at low frequencies (wave encounter frequencies) and for
unsymmemrical hulls is forthcoming, estimates using Series 60 data,
F;gure 9, will have to suffice.

"* It is suspected that for small catamarans the pr.oposed method could
very rrmuch overestimate the bending moment. The reason being that
frequency of occurrence of the critical wave with \-: 2W and
H ';2W/10 is likely to be slim.

5.3 Comparison of Loads Calculated by Proposed Equations
and by Other Method

Tables 7, 8 and 9 provide for the catamarans listed in Table 2, tWe vertical
bending moment, shear, and torsion moment respectively, as calculated by the pro-
posed equation and other methods. Other methods include model tests, Scott's method
for bending moment and torsion, and Lankford's method for torsion moment due to
grounding. All calculations are for catamarans with weightless cross-structure since

model tests results are for weightless cross-structure.

As a matter of interest, shear and bending moment for the Thornton, ASR,
and Levingston Platform were also calculated for a wave with , = 2b and H =/"/10

'I assuming load/wave height remains constant. The values of maximum load/wave height
were obtained from the test reports.

5.4 Method fcr Design Loads Estirrate

Table 10 presents a recommended design load schedu!e which is based on the
equations developed in Section 5.2 and the ratios of the rrmximum load in the beam seas
and the oblique seas cs given in Table 6.
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Table 7 - Wav,.-Induced Transverse Vprtical
Bending Moment in Beam Seas

Nttt All ,ok1s ore smigle an9I~tudes ,n foot tons and for oe,ght less ctoss-ssroarat

C W T--rnon ASR U of fto,- tole Iewngston
E V, Thornton Shrp A ASR S9,.p A Sp A Platfotn Pltlofm

S," ho•el TeO - - - 1,820,500 729 ow 199,26a
Soc St.e"

(2)Cclc.1 I 1000H,,- 33,240 1,045,144 32,547 3,091,932 -
." to S. State N

,3' 'R 12 tod 50,43 1,626,323 40,51 4 Note: All values are sin-S~gl e amplitudes in
( 4 51,925 - 26,5• - 1,942,878 756,0 24,400 foot tons and for

°weightless cross-
:l• .i ',02b 10 1 2 54,0.0 - 55,05! - 200,607 structure
S61 11 (3) a( (2)'(3) 0.659 0.643 0 803 0 737 0 421 - 0 903

17) ,1) '(4o (2) '(41 0 640 - 1 255 0 936 0 964 0 806

Su) 13)'(51 0.933 0 736 I 100

M9l" L-ng Tern Peot-on - 63,300
of • •ton

ax at , 1 000 hgtos, re-ee is greoter
"PAO from •oeI tests '-" ,,o state dnscr.bed by 9,nrson-Mos'ow~tt Spectru
Finn- Referenoe S8,

Table 8 - Wave-Induced Shear in Beam Seas
Note All values are single amplstude in foot tons and for wehit le s cr.o s-s5ructure

E.W TS'.nton ASR U of M.ant Mohole Lewnsgston
SW. Thornton Ship A ASR Ship A Ship A Platform Platform

(1) -Model Test Max. - - 6,450 2,400 1,190

Note: All values are in Sea State F

single amplitudE (2) -Colc I /10W 551 6,964 302 9,134 - -Highest in Sea

in foot tons and State
for weightless f3) 0.41 (A /2)k@/W) (Cw) 749 10,110 304 9,880 - 2,96, 1,400

cross-structure 192 Method

(4) JýO (2b/10) 1/2 605 - 340 - - - S90

(5) (])/(3) or (2)/(3) 0.726 0.686 1.0 0.923 - 0.837 0.850

M Nax. or 1/1000 highest, whichever is greater
RAO frrm model tests and sea :tote described by Pierson-Moskowitz Spectruam

Table 9 - Wave-Induced Torsion Moment in Oblique Seas

Notie- All -*letare 1tgeo~eap#hrndes set -se f-0 sted It .. gslt s-e-t

trotnon ASR U of M-,am Moll Leornastor
.V.. Thottton Sh,p A ASR ShiSh,p Plotfa,", Plattoom

1S ooel Test Mo- 1,625,000 103,452 93,304

Se Stste 8 

No'21- C.1. 1 '00 Hgh- 58, . Note: Al11 val ues are
-Sea 5- stte single amplitude

(3 "- S0 1.2Ve.-oo 6:A300 1.23$0,0 W- 31aI ' 0 ,25,0O00 02,000 993500 in foot tons arid
for- weightless

'41 0 0, L,% 68,3.0 2,206,38 23,Q.5 2.,.o 526,97, 23B,5 80,0o cross-structureSScott s ietnod)

5' 0.175 L*, flC--onc',, 298,958 9,6355,062 102,90 10,644, 711 11,055,500 1,C43,700 350,•$0

S 131o,2)r3 95 0 82 -5' 3.4 1 26 10• 01" A) Al 0.86 0 054 0.33 0.64 0 8 1 16

0= -ace' tes's.o e deo te asobed by et-MsoaSet''
" L. 2 2'"1Ao-e1 L. 1 5 5.

I
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Table 10 - Design Load Schedule

Loading for Dircct Stress at Midspan of Cross-Structure

Load Beam Waves Oblique Seas

Axial Force P fiom (E4) 0.48 of P from (E4)

Moment, Weightless Mo from (E 1) 0.48 of Mo from (E 1)
Cross-Structure

Local Load (Cross- Wc Wc
Structure Weight)

Loading for Direct Stress at Juncture of Cross-Structure and Hull

Axial Force P from I(E4) 0.48 of P from (E4)

Moment, Weightless Mo from (E 1) 0.48 of Mc, from (E 1)

Crozs-Structure

Local Load (Cross- Wc Wc
Structure Weight)

Torsion 0.49 of Tc from (E8) Tc frorr (E8)

Loading for Shear at Juncture of Cross-Structure and Hull,

Acting Concurrently with Moment

Torsion 0.49 of Tc from (E8) Tc from (E8)

Local Load Wc Wc

Loading for Shear at Juncture of Cross-Structure and Hull,
Acting Out of Phase with Moment

Shear Fso from (E 5) 0.53 of Fs 0 from (E5)

Local Load Wc Wc

The method is considered satisfactory for conceptual designs..

It will be noted that the grounding and docking loads are not included in the
schedule, In the opinion of The authors, grounding torsion loads are nearly impossible
to estimate as they are so subjective to vessel speed, shape, size and strength of striking

S~objects and water depth. As for as torsion loads due to docking are concerned it is sug-
gested that individual designer consider oblique docking with most likely docking

weigkt and realistic support points appropriate to his vessel,

r
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6. HULL FLEXIBILITY AND CROSS-STRUCTURE STRESSES

It was apparent at the beginning of the project that in order to attempt the estab-

lishment of catamaran size limits it was necessary to select a suitable method for the
preliminary structural analysis of the cross-structure of a large catamaran, once the
critical loads were estimated.

Lankford's method, discussed in Section 3 and detailed in Appendix 2, was readily
available. However, as mentioned previously, it appeared to have two major weak-
nesses. It assumes the hulls to be rigid and there is no relative rotation between the
hulls and the cross-structure at their junction. Hence, it was deemed desirable to find
a method which did not have these weaknesses and to try it out on a vessel for which
structural calculations using Lankforr.'s method were available.

The method of space frame analysis had an immediate attraction and it was decided
to try it out on the T-AGOR 16 Oceanographic Research Catamaran for which struc-
tural calculations based on Lankford's method were available in-house. It must be men-
tioned at once that only the hull bending flexibility and shear deformation in the longi-
tudinal direction were simulated in the mathematical model. The space frame analysis
had the following advantages:

" Representation of structure partially by its flexibility is inherent to
the method. It should provide, at least, indicative numerical values
on the influence of hull flexibility and the relative rotation between
the hulls and the cross-structure on the cross-structure, and the in-
fluence of the cross-structure on the ind;vidual hull structure in the
transition area.

" The method is computerized which could be a great asset later in the
project if structural analysis was necessary for several ships.

" It can assume several different types of loading at once and permits
quick changes in the structural configuration.

"* It can include maximum amount of structure effective in taking pri-
mary and secondary loads by employing progressively more detailed
mathematical model ..

"* It can conveniently handle slructure with more than one material, say
steel and aluminum,

Figure 12 shows the bare outline of the T-AGOR structure and Figure 13 deline-
ates its mathematical model incorporated in the space frame analysis which employed
the IBM- 1130 "Stress" program.

The analysis used the original T-AGOR 16 design loads. The loadings which
controlled the primary members of the cross-structure were the grounding loads and
the transverse vertical bending moments in beam seas. The former were obtained as
suggested by Lankford and the latter were obtained from the ASR load estimales (with
necessary modification to reflect different principal characteristics).
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Fig. 13 - Structural Model of T-AGOR16 For IBM - 1130
"Stress" Program

The resulting moments and shear forces in the beam sea condition and grounding
condition for the cross-structure from the "Stress" program output are provided in
Table 11. Other less critical conditiors are omitted. The flexural stresses and shear
stresses in the six cross-structure members based on the stress program output and those
as calculated in the T-AGOR 16 Structural Design are also tabulated for comparison.
Stresses in the structures other than the cross-structure are not tabulated, since the
structural design for those members were based on American Bureau Rule and their stresses
can not be calculated readily.

From the tabulatirn, the following conclusions can be drawn with respect to hull
flexibility and cross-structure stresses:

v The flexural stresses calculated based on the structural model are in
good agreement with those taken from the T-AGOR 16 strjctural
analysis using Lankford's method.

* The shear stresses for grounding condition are in fair agreement.
Those for beam condition show !ess agreement. Since the shear
stresses are less critical than flexural stresses in beam sea condition,
the discrepancy in shear stresses is not cr isidered important.
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o It appears, admittedly based on this limited check only, that the intro-
duction of the longitudinal flexibility of the hulls has small influence
on the stress in cross-structure, i.e., the simplification which assumes
the hulls to be rigid would not affect the scantlings selection.

o Since the hulls can be assumed rigid the mathematical model can be
greatly simplified, For a preliminary study, all the transverse cross-

structure bulkheads cGn be assumed structurally similar, i.e., theyall
have the same section modulus, moment of inertia, shear area, etc.

In light of the last two conclusions, it may be stated that the preliminary analysis
of a catamaran cross-structure can be conveniently handled with a conventional
method, such as Lankford's method, with about the same accuracy in results, and about
the same time requirement as the space frame analysis. Detail design analysis should
consider,in addition to hull longitudinal flexibility, such structure response as the hull
transverse and torsional deformation, cross-structure deformation in various directions
and component structure (decks, bulkheads, etc.) aeformation.

Table 11 - T-AGOR16 Catamaran Stress Summary

Section Shear Bend. Stress, Kips/In
2

Modusus Area Mom. Shear Stress Program Design Calcs

Bhd Member In
2 

Ft In
2  Ft Kips Kip Flexural Shear Flexural Shear

Beam Sea Conditlor

96 6 & 7 650.0 105.0 16,900 74 24.6 0.7 23.6 3.3

84 15 & 16 833.3 102.0 19,244 67 23.1 0.7 23.9 3.1

72 24 & 25 632.9 82.5 19,749 68 31.2 0.8 24.1 2.8

52 32 & 33 784.6 94.9 24,951 55 31.8 0.5 26.5 2.8

3' 41 &42 833.0 102.0 21,901 74 26.3 0.7 23.9 3.1

23 50 & 51 853.0 120.0 20,471 70 24.0 0.7 26.5 3.2

Grounding Condition

96 6 & 7 650.0 105.0 13,619 952 21.0 9.1 21.4 10.5

84 15 & 16 833.3 102.0 9,216 506 11.0 5.0 11.5 7.7

72 24 & 25 632.9 82.5 4,187 118 6.6 1.4 8.1 4.6

52 32 & 33 784.6 94.9 2,535 24 3.2 0.3 4.2 3.6

37 41 Q 42 833.0 102.0 10,999 554 13.2 5.4 10.8 7.6

23 50 &51 853.0 120.0 15,780 1,114 18.5 9.3 8.9 10.8

7. DESIGN SHIP

7.1 Purpose

The analysis of the features that may impose catbmaran size limits, Section2,
indicated that existing U .S. shipbuilding facilities could hcndle Cpproximately 1000-
Foot catamarans on the premise that individual hulls would be built in a drydock and

joined together afloat. Whether 1000-foot length should be proposed as a present prob-
able upper limit was dependent on whether the necessary scantling size and the weight of
the cross-structure were practical. Hence, once the available medhods for cross-
structure loads prediction and structural analysis were evaluated, the logical next step
was to make a preliminary design of an approximately 1000-foot catamaran. Also, it is
believed that in the course of the design, the inadequacies, if there be any, of the avcil-
able structural design information would become apparent.
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Table 12 - Design Ship Particulars

Hull Symmetry Symmetrical
Length Bet. Perp., L 942'- 0"
Beam Overall, W 300'- 0"
Beam Each Hull, B 100'- 0"

Hull 0 Space, b (corresponding to b = 0.21) 200'- 0"
Clear Hull Spacing, S L 100'- 0"
Depth to Upper Deck at Side 106'- 0"
Depth of Cross-Structure 45' - 0"
Length of Cross-Structure 800'- 0"
Draft 31' -00"
Cross-Structure Clearance from Waterline 30' -00"
Displacement 90,800 Tons

Block Coefficient, Cb 0.54
Midship Coefficient, C. 0.952
Prismatic Coefficient, CI 0.572
Waterplane Coefficient, Cw 0.701

Service Speed (corresponding to 0.24) 25 Knots
Install Shaft Horsepower _9k 150,000

Lightship Weight 52,687 Tons
Hull Structure 28,439
Cross-Siructure 5,598
Electric Plant 1,150
Propulsion 2,680
Communication & Controls 280
Auxiliary Systems 5,950
Outfit & Furnishings 3,800
Margin, 10% 4,790

Deadweight 38,113 Tons
Container Capacity @ 11 Trns/Container 3,101 Containers
Container Capacity @ 15 Tons/Container 2,247 Containers
Conta~ner Capacity on Upper Deck, 8' x 8' x 20' 3,136 Containers
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7.2 Design Description

The preliminary ac.ign presented here is not optimized (or recycled) by far.
The readers can expect no more defense from the authors for the design other than for its
suitability to provide the limited information desired. The selected shape coefficieni,
bulkhead and deck arrangements, assumed framing system, etc., can all absorb consider-
able improvement.

It is assumed that the vessel would be a container ship since it is well accepted
that if large catamarans are at all found superior to monohulls it would be as high-speed,
payload carriers. Table 12 lists the design particulars and Figure 14 shows the profile
and plan views. A rough set of lines were made to obtain hydrostatic properties and vari-
ous plating areas.

It will be observed that the design's Froude number of 0.24 and the hull cen-
terline spac;ng to ship length iatio of 0.21 do not correspond to the values of 0.3 to
0.4 and 0.3 respectively, suggested for good resistance characteristics (see Appendix 1).
To design for Froude number of 0.35 would require a speed of 36 knots. It was felt that
a 36-knot speed would render the design uneconomical. To design for hull centerline
spacing to ship length ratio of 0.3 would require hull centerline spacing of 314 feet

which was considered impractical.

The 100' x 800' cross-structure is composed of four structural decks, includ-

ing the upper deck and the bottom, and seventeen identical full structural transverse bulk-
heads spaced at 50 feet. The cross-structure is assumed to be fixed at the inboard shell
of the hulls. In order to validate this assumption, four of the decks and seventeen of tha
ful! transverse bulkheads in the hulls are aligned with decks and bulkheads of the cross-
structure. Figure 15 depicts the catamaran structure at a bulkhead.

Figure 16 provides the information on the section moduli of the individual
hulls and the cross-structure. It includes sketches of the assumed effective structures,
calculated section moduli and the required section modulus for the hulls based on the
American Bureau of Shipping rjles. It will be noted that the minimum permissible
scantlings result in a section modulus considerably in excess of that required. This is
due to the increased depth as compared to a monohull to have sufficient cross-structure
clearance above the waterline.

7.3 Explanation for Effective Structure

Explanation is warranted for the structure assumed effective in cross-structure
bending. On the face of it an immediate question may come to the mind of the reader;
why should all the deck plating be considered effective in bending just as in the conven-

tional longitudinal strength calculation, rather than just 24-foot breadth with each bulk-
head. The structural analysis (as distinct from the design load estimate) was performed
following Lankford's method, Appendix 2 , In Lankford's method, all the principle loads,
vertical bending moment, axial force, shear as well as the torsion moment, are absorbed
by the bulkheads together with effective deck plating acting as fixed-end beams between
the two hulls. The effective deck plating breadth of 24 feet was calculated by reference
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45iI to Well-",-~nown' paper 124) on the subject by Professor Schade. The bulkheads were
considered as multiple webs for each deck with length of 100 feet and plating width of

50 feet between webs. Among the various combinations of load and end fixity consid-
ered by Professor Schade, two were applicable to the structure in question, viz: - equal
moment at both ends or uniform load and fixed ends. Even though the structure's major
loading is due to equal moment at both ends, the latter combinatior was used as it gave
the smaller effective breadth. Using the same reference, Professor Adams proved (see
discussion to Professor Schade's paper) that for a monohull with no centerline bulkhead
and with side shell as double webs, the effective breadth of the deck plating is 97%.

The 20-inch effective web plating at top and bottom of the center web, Figure
16, was reached by taking one-sixth of the length of the outer webs.. The reasoning for
this is provided by Lankford, Appendix 2.

Figure 16 also shows that if arbirarily a 10-foot deck plating width were to

be considered effective, 1-1/4 inch plate thickrness would be necessary to provide ap-

proximately the same section modulus as available wi:h 5/8-inch x 24-foot effective
plate; 10 feet should be quite conservative.

Although 24-foot effective breadth was arrived at with probably adequate
interpretation of the structure, it is acknowledged that the structure in question is really
integrated box structures. Further, that there is insufficient test data on box girders
to derive effective structure directly in lieu of the method employed.

7.4 Cross-Structure Loads and Stresses

The wave-induced design loads as deduced from the method (labeled SR-1 92)
proposed in Section 5 of this report, by Dinsenbacher's (13) method and from the
Thornton and ASR Series, Section 4, are summarized in Table 13. The stresses which are
summarized in Table 14 were calculated by using maximum loadings predicted by SR-192
equations. The stresses are within the allowable stresses for 100,000 psi yield strength
steel.

Although grounding is not considered a design criteria, stresses were also
calculated for the grounding condition and are included in Table 14.. If grounding was
to be considered as a design criteria the selected scantling would be quite inadequate
as the shear stress is 47,280 Ib/in2 .

7.5 Design Conclusions

a. Direct stresses are higher in beam seas than in oblique seas.
Shear stress is higher in oblique seas than in beam seas.

Required largest deck plating thickness is very much dependent
on the assumptions related to value of effective plating.

b. The required largest scantling of approximately 1-1/4 inch, based
on a hopefully conservative assumption and steel yield strength ofI- 100,000 psi, are common to shipbuilding today. Of course, this is
htue only for the particular structural configuration employed.

I
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c. if grounding was to be considered a design criteria the assumed

structure would be quite inadequate,

d. The imperative need to sustain the continuity of structural members
(17 bulkheads and four decks) of the cross-structure into the main
hulls causes the main hulls structural configuration to be uneconomi-

cal, e.g., unlikely that a 1000.foot monohull would require 50-

foot main bulkhead spacing.

Table 13 -- Design Snip, Wave-Induced Cross-Structure Loads

BEAM SEAS: MAXIMUM TRANSVERSE VERTICAL BENDING MOMENTS
Single Amplitude in Foot To'ns

Method
SR-192 Dinsenbacher Thornton Series ASR Series

Weightless Cross-Structure, 3,061,106 1,658,464 2,048,785 2,869,346

Constant

Vith Cross-Structure Weight, 3,427,439 3,966,364
At ends of At Midspan

Cross-Structure

BEAM SEAS: MAXIMUM SHEAR AT ENDS
Single Amplitude in Tons

Weightless Cross-Structure 8,666 5,636 5,978 8,032

With Cross-Structure Weight '0,646 36,411 - -

BEAM SEAS" MAXIMUM AXIAL FORCE
Single Amplitude in Tons

52,367 33,074

OBLIQUE SEAS.- MAXIMUM TORSION MOMENTS

Single Amplitude in Foot Tons

2,948,449 2,527,242 2,403,794 2,188,600

* Used for Structural Analysis

** Assumed Cross-Structure Weight = Steel + Ship's Deadweight
***Assumed LCG of Ship Coincides with Longitudinal Location of

CGoss-Structure Twist Center
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8. TOPICS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Researchers (1), (2), (4), (8) and (13), who have appraised catqararan technology
have generally reached very similar conclusions as to the deficiencies in the technology
and the topics for the desirable future research and development program. A significant
conclusion of this project is that a safe large catamaran structure can be designed now
by conducting model tests, using exist;ng design information and generally adopting a
conservative approach. However, by nature of the design metF )d the re, Jlting structure
would be unduly heavy. Also, such an approach would be unacceptable if a large num-

Table 14 - Design Ship, Cross-Structure Stress Summary

Section Modulus = 148,800 In3  (See Figure 16)
Shear Area 300 In2

Axial Load Area = 923 In2

BEAM SEA CONDITION (Trough at Centerline)

Total Loading on Cross Structure:
Vertical Bending Moment Without Cross-Structure Weight 3,061,106 Ft Tons
Torsion Moment = 0.53 x Max. in Oblique Seas 1,562,000 Tcns
Local Load (Cross-Structure Weight) 43,960 Tons
Axial Load 52,367 Tons

Stress on End Bulkheads:
Primary Bending 32,527 Lb/In 2

Bending due to Shear due to Torsion 5,535 Lb/In 2

Bending due to Local Load - 3,893 Lb/In 2

Subtotal 34,169 Lb/In 2

Axial Compression 7,473 Lb/In 2

Total Stress 41,642 Lb/In 2

Shear Acting Concurrently with Bending and Torsion:

Shear due to Torsion 1,371 Kips
Shear due to Local Load 2,897 Kips
Total Shear 4,268 Kips
Shear Stress 14,230 Lb/In 2

Shear Out of Phase with Bending and Torsion

Shear 4,039 Kips
Shear Stress 13,463 Lb/In2
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Table DA - Vesign Ship, Cross-Structure Stress Summary, (Cont'd)

OBLIQUE SEA CONDITION

Total Loading on Cross-Structure:
Vertical Bending Moment Without Cross-Structure Weight 1,469,331 Ft Tons

0.48 x Max. in Beam Seas
Torsion Moment 2,948,449 Ft Tons
Local Load (Cross-Structure Weight) 43,960 Tons
Axial Load, 0.48 x Max. in Beam Seas 25,136Tons

Stress on End Bulkheads:
Primary Bending 15,613 Lb/In2

Bending due to Shear due to Torsion 10,430 Lb/In 2

Bending due to Local Loads 3,893 Lb/In 2

Subtotal 29,936 Lb/In2

Axial Tension - 3,587 Lb/In 2

Total Stress 26,349 Lb/1nz

Shear Acting Concurrently with Bending and Torsion:

Shear due to Torsion 2,587 Kips
Shear due to Local Load 2,897 Kips

Total Shear 5,484 Kips
Shear Stress 18,280 Kips

GROUNDING CONDITIONS

For Reference Only - Not Used as a Design Criteria

Total Loading on Cross Structure:
Torsion Moment 12,850,000 Ft Tons
Local Load 43,970 Ions

Stress on End Bulkheads:
Bending due to Shear due lo Torsion 45,500 Lb/ln2

Bending due to Local Load 3,893 Lb/In 2

Total Stress 49,393 Lb/In 2

Shear due to Torsion 11,288 Kips
Shear due to Local Load 2,897 Kips
Total Shear 14,185 Kior

Shear Stress 47,280 Lb/In2
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ber of vessels were contemplated. In view of this conclusion, a following comprehen-
sive list of study topics is prepared to close the major gaps in catamaran technology,and
ensure the availability systematic design information to develop catamaran structure
which would tend towards the optimum.

a. The nature, magnitude, location and frequency of hydrodynamic loads
on the hulls; the distribution of loads in the cross-structure or the
centerbod/; magnitude and location of Incal wave impacts on the cen-
terbody and the hulls. These will require theoretical and experimental
programs.

Model Test Program:

e Series tests which would include symmetrical and unsym-
metrical hull forms; range of hull spacing; variations in
vertical location; longitudinal extent and longitudinal lo-
cating of centerbody.

* Series suitable for ships from 10C feet to 1000 feet.

* Model test methods which can si -ulate the centerbody, at
least its weight and weight distrioution.

b. Full scale centerbody load •neasuremont program. (Necessary to develop
acceptable measurement techni.•ue cr.,4 d&,ta analysis once the data is
gathered.) It would be pruden: io select a catamaran whose cross-
structure is relatively simple and amenable to clean analysis.

c. Dynamics of structural response in various vibratory modes.

d. Hull form and spacing for minimum resistance anr ship motions in a sea-
way. Hull form, particularly unsymmetrical, for multi-screw installation.

e. Added mass and mass moment of inertia for the horizontal motion of sym-
metrical and unsymmetrical bodies at wave encounter frequencies (indi-
vidually and as catamarans). Added mass and mass moment of inertia for
the vertical motion of unsymmetrical bodies.

f. Damaged stability and compartmentation requirements.

g. Construction techniques to minimize need for new facilities (ship-
yard responsibilities). Drydocking facilities.

h. Contribution by cross-structure to the longitudinal strength of the
vessel.

i. Behavior of box girders under combined bending, torsion and shear
loads.

j. Stress concentration at the hull and cross-structure juncture, Nature
and extent of necessary reinforcement and structural details.
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9. CONCLUSIONS

1. The major constraints to catamaran size will be imposed by economics,
individual shipyard construction capabilities, drydock facilities and pier
facilities.

Existing United States yard facilities can handle individual hulls of ap-
proximately 1050 ft x 140 ft. The hulls and the centerbody would have to
be joined with hulls afloat; 35-foot draft is acceptable in most 'r'aor har-
bors. New drydocking facilities and modified or new pier facilities will
be essential. Discharge of cargo in K. •rreams could remove the pier
problem.

2. Existing design information for the estimation of loads on the cross-structure
is just adequate to provide guidance to make preliminary prediction of
loads on large catamarans.

With respect to scantlings, a 1000-foot long catamaran with 100-foot beam
hulls, 100-foot hull spacing and 31-foot draft is feasible. This does not
imply that the structural configuration will necessarily be attractive.

3. The available model test data for predicting cross-structure loads are not
sufficient and the existing analytical methods are not adequately developed
to provide great confidence in either.

4. Model tests to date have been performed for specific designs only and have
hai the drawback of not simulating the centerbody.

5. Additional research and development work including systematic model test
programs are necessary for the establishment of reliable design methods for
optimum catamaran structure.
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APPENDIX I

CATAMARAN RESISTANCE

Of all the aspects of catamaran design, resistance has received the most atten-
tion. Considerable work has been done, both in the areas of theoretical prediction
and model test measurements, as well as their correlation. References listed at the end
of this appendix represent valuable published information on the subject.

The main reason for the interest in resistance is because it has been shown that
under certain conditions, net resistance of catamarans can be made smaller than the to-
tal resistance of the two hulls considered singly.

According to general practice, it is assumed here that resistance can be sepa-
rated into two independent components, namely, frictional or viscous and wave-making.
Contributions to resistance by other phenomena, including the influence of wave-
making on viscous resistance, are relatively small and are omitted in this discussion.

Frictional rcsistance is a function of the wetted surface, degree 01 surface rough-
ness and speed, and, for the catamarans, it is equal to the sum of the frictional resis-
tance of the individual hulls.

Catamaran calm water wave-making resistance is a function of the Froude number
(V/,•L), hull form and hull spacing. Eggers (references 1 and 2) has demonstrated
theoretically that the wave-making effects between the hulls can interfere favorably to
reduce the catamaran wave drag to below the level appropriate to the two hulls running
in isolation. This is possible where given frequency components of the combined wave
pattern are out of phase by approximately 1800.

There is general agreement between theory and model test data that the beneficial
interference can occur in the Froude number range of approximately 0.3 <. V//g,< 0.4,
irrespective of hull separation. Beneficial hull separation in terms of the center to center
spacing as a ratio of the ship's length appears to be in the order of 0.3. Further, opti-
mum spacing varies with speed. Of course, what may be beneficial for resistance may
not be compatible with the rest of the design.

The purpose of the foregoing discussion is to show that beneficial wave-pattern
interference effects are obtained in a narrow range of Froude number and hull separation.
From a practical design viewpoint the net resistance benefit has to be appreciable to
constrain the design w;thin the above narrow range of Froude number and hull separation.

The conclusion reached on the basis of data available to date is that no more than
15% net reduction in total resistance of large catamarans should be expected in ideal
conditions when compared to the total resistance of two hulls running independently. At
the same time, the increase is not expected to be more than 15%.
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APPENDIX 2

This is a reproduction of reference (8), "The Structural Design of the ASR Cata-
maran Cross-Structure" by Benjamin W. Lankford, Jr.," excluding the ?."rst part which
is devoted to the description of the statistical methods used to predict the response of
this ship's hull to sea condition beyond the capabilities of model tests.

SHEAR FORCES

The foregoirj discussion has only described the bending moment resulting from a
beam sea condition. There is, however, a slight shear force in the beam sea condition.
The shear force is of a higher value in the quarter sea heading, but the associated mo-
ment results in a negligible design value. The shear force used is approximately 600
tons. Shear becomes more of a design problem from loads of other sources which will
be described in another paragraph.

Shear or any cther design response can be determined in the same way as the mc,-
ment in the foregoing discussion. All the designer needs to do is to use the proper re-
sponse amplitude operators from the model test.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE DESIGN SEA LOADS

The final bending moment predicted of 63,300 foot tons represents the total mo-
ment on one side of the ship. Since this moment is independent of any bending caused
by the weight of the structure, a dead load bending moment must be added to this moment.
The dead load moment for the ASR was calculated assuming this ship in still water since
the effect of any sea waves has already been determined. The total n.aximum moment in-
cluding the dead load effect is 72,000 foot tons (nearest 1000 foot tons). Since dead
load opposes the sea forces in the upward direction the design load is less, or about
55,000 foot tons. The distribution of this moment to each major cross-structure member
was based on a ratio of the assumed moments of inertia at each member. The shear
loads were distributed as a ratio of assumed web areas. A summary of the sea loads for
each bulkhead will be given in a later paragraph.

OTHER LOADS CONSIDERED

As a separate condition, the cross-structure wvas designed for what was considered
the maximum possible torsional load on the cross-structure. To determine these loads,
the following conditions were considered:

"-i. The ship could be drydocked with the port hull blocks and
starboard hull blocks out of plane or the keel could be out
of plane.
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b. The ship nay possibly run aground.

For these conditions the ship was assumed to be supported on one hull forward (Sta-
tion 4) and on the other hull aft (Station 18). The load distribution of the applied
torsional moment to each bulkhead in the cross-structure is assumed to be a function
"of the linear distance from the center of torsion and the vertical deflection in each
loaded bulkhead.

STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION OF THE ASR

The ASR is a 251 foot LOA catamaran with an 86 foot maximum breadth (26
foot wide hulls) and full load displacement of 3600 tons. Figure 9 shows a typical
cross-section of one of the transverse support bulkheads for the ASR. The transverse
bulkheads between the two hulls along with an effective breadth of plating as the
upper and lower flanges is considered the primary supporting cross-structural mem-
ber. There are six of these bulkheads similar to Figure 9 carrying the loads. Locations
of these bulkheads are shown on Figure 8. The use of six bulkheads has no special
significance other than that it provides a satisfactory arrangement for structure commen-
surate with compartment and access requirements ond distributes the loads into the hull
girders through scantlings of normal dimension. The three bulkheads forward and the
three bulkheads aft form two separate deckhouses with an open well between for rescue
operations.

SA .• Fig. 8 - Forces Caused by the
Settlement of Supports

SKETC.H F0R

CALCUL.TION OF SHEAR LOADS
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THE DESIGN PROCEDURE

The calculation of the load distribution to each bulkhead from the grounding-
dock condition ij as follows (See Figure 8):

Assumptions

1. The algebraic sum of moments about the center of torsion = 0, where center of
torsion is cssumed to be the centroidal axis of the assumed bulkhead areas.

Torque = L (EQUATION 1)

Where:

A = Total ship displacement (both hulls)
d = Distance Station 4 to Station 18

Pn = Shear Load on Bulkhead n.
Xn = Distance to Bulkhead n.

2. Deflection in each bulkhead is directly proportional to the linear distance (Xn)
from center of torsion.

6n
C Xn

Where:

6n = Deflection of Bulkhead n.

C = Tangent of the Angle (for small angles)
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In order to evaluate forces in the bulkheads it is convenient to compute spring con-
stants, Kn, due to support settlement. Bending and shear strains were included in the
spring constant. It was assumed that the torsional strength of the hull is large compared to
the spring constants.

• PnP

n - Pn ,hence: C = P
Kn KnXn

P1  P2  Pnor -2 . n (EQUATION 2)
KIXI K2X2 + K-n3;

3. The cross-structure bulkheads are assumed to be fixed ended beams undergoing a
settlement of the support. (See Figure 8)

Calculations

Ectuating the externally applied forces and Internal resisting forces -
Ad A~y

(Equation 1) Torque = T = -
~quwon4 2

Where:
y = d

2 Y PIX1 + P2 X2 + PnXn

From Equation 2:
Pj22P1X3K3 KnXnP1

SP1X2K2  P3, .... Pn = Kn (EQUATION 3)

P2 -KIXI KlXI KIXI

I~ K2x 2 2 KnXn21?

Y , [X1  + KIX .. ....... -Kn-n (EQUATION 4)
2 LI KX 1  K1X

The equation is solved for P1. All other Pn values can now be obtained from
Equation 3. From the shear loads (Pn), bending moments in the bulkheads are attained
from:

Moment- Pn-n

2

Where:

Ln = Span of cross-structure between the hulls (Figure 8).
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The final moments and shear values for each bulkhead in the cross-structure calcu-
lated by the foregoing condition and the predicted sea forces are recorded below and
represent the actual values used for the ASR design. It must be noted however that after
an initial scantling selection has been made the design loads were re-cycled and checked
for the new inertias and web areas obtained as opposed to those assumed originally.

As can be seen from the resulting loads above, the docking-grounding condition
gives the highest combination of shear and moment which governs the forward and aft
bulkhead especially the web plating to resist buckling. The large variance of loads on
Bulkhead 21 resulted from the fact that there was a deck height difference in depth from
the other bulkheads.

Calculated
Predicted Sea Loads Docking-Grounding Loads

Moment Shear Moment Shear
Ft. Tons Tons Ft. Tons Tons

Frame 21 4,600 80 5,180 305
Frame 37 11,600 104 6,650 342
Frame 49 13,200 104 3,900 230
Frame 84 13,200 104 4,150 244
Frame 86 14,700 104 6,900 406
Frame 110 14,700 104 10,200 596

Total 72,000 600 36,980 2,173

The resisting cross-structure bulkheads (21, 37, 49, 84, 86 and 110) have been
designed similar to transverse bents on aircraft carriers. Of the total plate girder, the
outer flange plus about 1/6 of the depth of the web assumed to entirely resist the bend-
ing moment. The total shearing force was assumed to be equally distributed to the en-
tire web. For stability, the outer 1/6 portion of the web was sized to develop the

the necessary shear or compressing buckling strength, whichever was worse, while
the remaining 2/3 portion of the web was designed to develop a shear buckling
strength equal to the shearing yield stress ot the material. The above plate girder
theory is based on actual tests indicating that the moment in a plate girder is concen-
trated in the flanges but drops off rapidly toward th•e neutral axis, unlike the straight
line distribution used generally. As a result, the center portion of the web cannot be
assumed to contribute. The 1/6 web depth used is an approximate value cover;ng the
actual moment. Reference (8) describes this method and test results.

As mentioned above, the upper and lower levels form a flange for the major
cross-structure bulkheads. The actual width of plating, or "effective breadth" consid-
ered in the design is probably somewhat conservative..

Approximately four feet of normal deck plating is considered to act with the bulk-
heads as an effective breadth. The cross-structure, however, is more of a box girder
with stiffened plating. Although under torsional and bending loads it is assumed that
muzh more plating is effective, test data of large box girders is limited.. It was, there-
fore, decided to consider the plating between bulkheads to provide an additional factor
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of safety -ather than including it in the design at this time. It is hoped that structural
model tests can be conducted on box structures in the near future to determine a more
precise effective breadth. With the assumption that plating between bulkheads is inef-
fective, the design is then reduced from a torsional box girder problem to one of bulk-
heads resisting the loads imposed through pure bending and shear. With ,nly four feet
considered for the effective breadth, it was necessary to use inserts to provide the neces-
sary section modulus for the structure shown on Figure 9.

The joint between the cross-structure and main hull was considered a most critical
t area. Additional web plating was added in the cross-structure and main hull bulkheads

to reduce the nominal stress resulting from stress concientrations. There was also a prob-
lem of plate delamination. If the cross-structure was made intercostal to the hull, the
shell plate could delaminate, and vice versa. To solve this problem, the insert plate
acting as the lower flange of the cross-structure was carried continuously through the in-
board shell into the second deck and the transverse bulkhead plating was carried continu-
ously through the inboard shell and second deck. This provides an interlacing of the
highly stressed structure so plate delamination would not lead to a major failure.

Since the cross-structure presented most of the problems, and is the basis for this
paper, little has been said about the main hull and local loads. The hulls are designed
using standard longitudinal strength calculations. Design of structure for local hydro-
static ":ads is similar to that found on conventional ships except for the shell plating
inboard and bottom of the cross structure. During a visit to the catamaran drilling rig,
E.W. Thornton, in the Gulf of Mexico, it was discovered that shell stiffening was

V badly damaged as a result of the pocketing effect of seas between the two hulls while
the ship was moored. These forces somewhat resembled the effect found by the model
test for the ASR. However, no effect on local stiffening could be predicted by the
model test. As a result of the local damage found on the.drilling rig, the shell in-
board on the ASR was designed for 1500 pounds per square foot. The drilling rig had
framing members intermittently welded. These welds suffered cracking throughout
the length of the ship. For the ASR, continuous welding is specified.

CONCLUSION

The primary purpose of tlis paper has been to provide the ship deign engineer with
same basic knowledge of the problems encountered with cataomnran hull structure and a
"simple approach to the solution of these problems. It will be necessary to conduct more
tests on various hul! forms and spacings before a completely analytical solution can be
developed. It will then become important to instrument these hulls once they are built
and attempt to correlate analytical predictions with full scale ship tests. The ASR and
the commercial ship E.W. Thornton, along with a new oceanographic research cata-
maron now being aesigrnd, will provide valuable information for future designs.
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This is a reproduction of the "Summary and Discussion" secrion with the asso-
ciated nomenclature for reference (13), "A Method for Estimating l.oads on Catamaran
Cross-Structuie" by A.L. Dinsenbacher.

NOMENCLATURE

(For Appendix 3 Only'

A wave amplitude
Ab = wave amplitude for computing bending load
At = wave amplitude for computing torque load
B = beam of one hull
b half beam of entlie ship
C = center of twist of cross-structure
D instantaneous mean draft
Do = stiliwater draft
d = distance from top of cross-structure down to neutral axis of cross-structure
G = center of gravity of ship
g gravitational acceleration
HI depth (keel to top of cross-structure)
HL = horizontal hydrostatic force on outboard side of a hull
HR = horizontal hydrostatic force on inboard side of a hull
L ship length (LBP)
Lw wave length
M 'y) = cross structure bending moment at transverse coordinate y
M(O) = bending moment at midspan of cross-structure
MQ = moment at junction of cross-structure and hull, not including effects of

weight and mass of cross-structure
P = transverse axial load on cross-structure
p = horizontal hydrostatic pressure
Q vertical shear force
S = clear span between hulls
Tc = torque on cross-structure about its twist center
t horizontal distance (positive forward) from cross-structure twist center to

ship's CG
vL = distance from keel to center of pressure of horizontal hydrostatic force on

outboard side of a hull
vR = distance from keel to center of pressure oi horizontal hydrostatic force on

inboard side of a kull
W = ship weight
Wc weight of cross-structure
x,y,z = coordinate system fixed on ship representation with origin at center of

gravity
half the clear span between hulls

• = instantaneous displacement or buoyancy

dersity of water
distance, positive downward, from mean surface elevation to wave surface
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The equations obtained thus far for estimating cross-structure loads will now be
summarized. The symbols have been defined in the Nomenclature, and some are illus-
trated in Figs. 1 and 2. In several of the equations given in the following, the term
(1 ±- 0.4) appears; the positive sign indicates the ship accelerating upward, the negative
sign corresponds to downward acceleration. Also, we have now substituted S/2 foran
and (S/2) + B for b in the equations developed previously in the text.

For loading condition 1, the waves are approaching from the beam and are as-
sumed to produce the greatest axial, vertical bending and shear loads. The directions
of positive loads are shown in Fig. 3.

The wave length and amplitude, A (wave height = 2 IAI ), for tis loading case
are taken to be

Lw = 2(S + B) (70)

A = Ab t1.0 Fiw (71)

The axial load on the cross-structure is

P -29gLA (1 t 0.4) Do sin TTB (72)
"0.4) 2(S + B)

The moment at the transverse mid-span of the cross-structure is

M (0) -g LA sin 2 SB-" 2 Do (1 0.4) (H -d)
-2 sin 2 ,, TUB i + W(S+B)A

- D o2 (1 ±-0.4)2 - -- 2(S+ B) j + 2T1D o,

2(s+ B) TTB TB 3
TTB n2(S+ B) 2(S+B)

+ Wc (S + 2B)+( 0.4) (73)

where A is given in (71). The sign of A is positive for a wave trough between the hulls,
and negative for a crest.

The moment at the junction of cross-structure and hull is

M+ M? ,(0) - (1-+0.4)W cS/18 (74)

where M (0) is obtained from (73). Whichever sign is chosen in the term of (; ± 0.4)
in (72), the same sign must b'. employed in that same term in (73) and (74).
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NOTES: Vie% looking forAard from stern

Coordinate s)stem fixed on ship with origin atcenter of gravikt (G) orship

Vlave length. L . 2(6-0) - 2(S+B)

A is %aae amplitude (if A negatiUe, crest belteen hulls)

"•i CENTER PLANE NEUR ALAI

L. Hi

HL •

MEAN SURFACE ELEVATION

A
2

D is height of %a-e surface above keel at center plane of ,..ii (also dis.

tance from keel to menn surface elevation)
f(j) is %ertical location of wave surface from mean ele'a.ion, at trans'erse

coordinate j" ( positi% e in trough)

For wave surface- let f(-) = A cos--fy
0-1,6)

r lmme.rsion of hull at " = D-f(-) - D-A cos--
(b.c

Fig. 1 -Loading Condition I

The estimate for maximum shear, in beam waves, at the junction of cross-structure
and hull, is

Q = (1 .4)wc MQ
Q = (I - 0.4) + 0.34 S (75)

in which

MQ = M (0) - (I ± 0.4) W (S + 2B)/8 (76)

M (0) in (76) is obtained from (73). Again, the choice of sign in (1 ± 0.4) must be kept
consistent throughout (73-76).

It is important, in estimating the shear and moment acting on the cross-structure,
that the various combinations resulting from the choices of -A and (1 ± 0.4) be computed.
This is to insure that the maximum loads are found.
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l~L '4

SL'4

Xy• C L14

tan6- L/2

8÷B

2(S.B)sinO = L(S.B)
4--(8-P) + (L/i2)2

At point p (on port hull centerplane), distance from mean surface eleatio' to Aae

surface is

4~= cosE..! +_ .Acos-
Bp t i e- )= - ICO

L

so -"A= sin •
" "L

and immersion = . - D -A sin P
L

Fig. 2 - Loading Condition 2

For loading conution 2 (for maximum torsion), the wave advances obliquely as
as shown in Fig. 2. The wave length and amplitude are

Lw L(S+B)/ (S+B2+ (L/2)2  (77)

A = At=0.6 (78)

The reader is reminded that the wave height is twice the magnitude of the amplitude.

The estimate for maximum torsional load in waves is

Tc J9Cbg BAL 2/2TT 1+ I 0.14Mqt/SJ (79)
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Table 1 - Loading Schedule A - For Direct Stress at
Mid-Span of Cross-Structure

Load Beam Waves Quartering Waves

Axial Force P from (72) 0.4 of P from (72)

Moment M (0) from (73) 0.4 of M (0) from (73)

Shear Not Applicable (N.A.) N.A.

Torsion N .A. N.A.

Table 2 -Loading Schedule B - For Direct Stress at
Junction of Cross-Structure and Hull

Load Beam Waves Quartering Waves

Axial Force P from (72) 0.4 of P from (72)

Moment M from (74) 0.4 of M(±-+ ) from (74)2 +S

Shear N.A. N.A,

Torsion 0.4 of Tc from (79) Tc from (79)

Table 3 - Loading Schedule C - For Shear Stress at

Junction of Cross-Structure and Hull

Load Beam Waves Quartering Waves

Axial Force N.A. N.A.

Moment N.A. N.A.

Shear Q from (75) 0.4 of Q from (75)

Torsion 0.4-of Tc from (79) Tc from (79)
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I INTERNAL LOADS

o

HL
-R VIEW LOOKING iORWARO

FROM STERN

Fig. 3 - Positive Internal Loads

;n which A is defined by (78), MQ is computed from (76), and Tc is the magnitude of the
torque about the center of twist of the cross-structure.

To estimate the maximum stresses on the cross-structure it is necessary to apply si-
multaneously, in certain proportions, the loads fbund in thr foregoing. As has been
stated in the text, the model test results showed moments and shears in quartering seas to
be about 0.4 of their magnitude in beam waves. Also the torque in beam seas was
found to be about 0.4 of its value in quartering waves. Therefore, to obtain estimates
of maximum stresses, it is suggested that the loads should be applied in accordance with
the loading schedules in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Each loading schedule is for a specific
stress, and for the ship operating in both beam and oblique waves. For each case the
stresses of interest, which are produced by the loads in the "Load" column, are calcu-
lated and summed. The equation to use to obtain a particular load is indicated ini the
row in which that load is designated.

It may Le observed in Loading Schedule B, Table 2, that torsion !oads are used in
computing the direct stresses at the junction of the cross-structure and hulls. The reason
for this is that the torsional load can produce bending moments on the ends of the trans-
verse bulkheads spanning the hulls (2, 9).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An attempt has been made herein to develop simple expressions for estimating gross
loads on the structure linking the hulls of a catamaran. Although several gross assump-
tions and approximations have been made, some compensation for these has been intro-
duced by relating, albeit empirically and/or heuristically, to model test results and
current design practices for longitudinal strength.
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